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“Overcoming poverty is not a task of charity, it is an act of justice. Like Slavery and Apartheid, poverty is not natural. It is man-made and it

can be overcome and eradicated by the actions of human beings. Sometimes it falls on a generation to be great. YOu can be that great

generation. Let your greatness blossom.”

Nelson Mandela

(July 18, 1918 - December 5 2013)
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Introduction

We are pleased to present our 19th annual report.

We are especially pleased to announce that Positive Action in

Housing was one of 12 charities selected out of 250

applicants in the whole of Scotland to receive a “2014 Spirit

of the Community Award” from the Yorkshire and Clydesdale

Bank. This was for our work to tackle poverty.

The need for our charitable and humanitarian work to assist

those facing poverty, homelessness and discrimination has

never been greater. 

In 2014, we provided assistance in some form or other to over

836 families and individuals from refugee, asylum seeking,

new migrant and minority ethnic communities. Our casework

and humanitarian assistance directly informs our campaigns,

training and social policy work. 

As a frontline charity working with some of the poorest and

most marginalised people in society, all our staff members

and volunteers meet face to face with those in need of

support. Some of our board members, workers and

volunteers have been in similar circumstances at some point

in their own lives. It is this immediate knowledge and

experience that makes Positive Action in Housing so special

and sets us apart from many other agencies. 

We are uniquely aware of the external factors that shape the

lives of our service users. 

The media, along with too many politicians, has played its

part in representing the people we work with, refugees,

migrants and ethnic minorities, in a negative light. So many of

those who write about these communities and commentate

on them (which they claim to know so much about) have

rarely, or ever, come face to face or interacted with them. 

Too often they make sweeping generalisations based on

maybe a one off event, or just something that someone has

heard about, rarely checking what really happened. We are

constantly amazed about how the wonderful, human,

humane and dignified people we work with are depicted in a

way that is so far from the truth, and   the reality of what we

encounter every day. 

We say to the media and other commentators, come and visit

us, let us show you what we do, and help you to see the lives

of people as they really are.  

So for example, the problems of rent arrears, debt and fuel

and fuel and food poverty continue to present themselves to

our charity. Our job has been to help and assist clients by

providing them with practical and focused support and

advice. Our staff have worked to ensure that the benefits

individuals and families are entitled to are paid helping to

alleviate poverty and put food on the table,

Our food bank continues to distribute food packs regularly to

families in need. This is a growing part of our work to help the

most vulnerable. Next year we aim to have secured funding

in place for the food bank. We will continue to try and provide

this service until such a time that there is no need. 

Asylum seekers are an especially marginalised and

impoverished group. Despite often having the skills needed

and a desire to work they are not allowed to do so. They get

a lower amount of state support and many none at all. Some

receive a much reduced benefits payment card. Asylum

seekers have no housing rights. For example a mainstream

housing aid service can advise citizens of their rights should

a landlord attempt to evict them. For an Asylum seeker there

is no such protection. 

A N N u A L  R E P O R T  2 0 1 4
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An example is the experience of Mohsen, (not his real name)

a 47 year old respected former Army officer from Iran. After

returning from “reporting” to the uK Borders Agency one

morning, Mohsen found himself locked out of his room in a

flat let out by a private company; there were some bin bags

outside the door. He had looked in the bags as he wondered

why people were putting rubbish outside his door. In them he

found his few belongings dumped with his copy of the Quran

and a handful of family photographs. He reported it to no one

except in passing conversation to ourselves. This was his

reality. We know from our work that this kind of treatment is

not exceptional, we hear of this type of eviction “policy” all too

often.

This is the real story, the reality that lies behind so much of

what we do. It is important that we all see past the

stereotypes and view people, in this case, asylum seekers,

refugees, migrant communities as they are, just like all of us:

As human beings, with all the needs and aspirations we all

have and a desire for love and a decent life. 

So many of the people we work with are just down on their

luck, or they have been on the receiving end of oppressive

regimes they have had to flee from just to survive They often

do not know how to get around in the complex and very

different country they have arrived at. It is not what they know

or are familiar with, and where so few people can understand

or relate to them.

So this is our world, our job and challenge.

Our annual report is about us all. It is also a call for action. On

our part we will continue to campaign on behalf of the groups

and communities we serve and work with and try and achieve

with others the changes that are needed by highlighting

wrongs and injustices where they occur. 

19 years on, this charity still has its work cut out for it and

more. We remain passionate about our cause, and will

continue to fight for the hundreds of families and individuals

who struggle with homelessness, poverty and inequality. We

remain a grassroots organisation working from the

perspective of some of the most voiceless and

disenfranchised people in society. We will continue to strive to

bring about substantive, permanent improvements in the lives

of our service users – whether through providing food and

shelter to the destitute; through rehousing families who are

homeless or overcrowded; or improving financial skills to the

point where clients are free of poverty.

The work we carried out in 2014 was formidable, and was

made possible by the support of our 58 funders, 146

advertisers, 165 members, 27 volunteers and over 1,000

individuals who gave donations. We are indebted to all who

came forward.

Thank you for helping us make a difference!

Dr Chris Robinson, Chair

Robina Qureshi, Director

October 2014
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Overview

• Positive Action in Housing took up a total of 836 cases.

• Our service users came from 74 different countries of origin including

China (15%), Romanian Roma (11%), Latvia (9%), Iran (8%), Iraq (6%),

Estonia (5%), and Pakistan (3%).

• 48% (403) of all service users were people from refugees or BME

communities. 28% (234) were asylum seekers. 24% (199) were A2/A8-Eu

nationals.

• 88.7% (742) of service users are living in poverty or destitution. It

includes those who are forbidden to work, unemployed and/or in receipt

of welfare benefits. It includes those working for a low wage, the retired,

disabled and students. It includes self-employed Eu Nationals, e.g. Big

Issue vendors, cleaners. Finally, it includes appeals rights exhausted

asylum seekers who are forbidden to work or seek state support. They

represent thousands of asylum seekers across the uK who are desperate

to work, yet are forbidden by uK asylum laws. This seems an absurd policy

in any economic climate. It forces people to live in poverty, excludes them

from working, adds to social isolation and undermines community

‘integration’ initiatives. By stopping people from contributing, public

opinion is weighted against asylum seekers.

• Homelessness and Destitution were the main problems reported to our

homelessness and destitution projects.

• Benefits checks, accessibility to mainstream service and affordability

were the main issues reported to our money skills team.

• Welfare benefits and housing issues were the main problems reported

by Eu migrants.

• In 2014, we provided emergency support to 269 destitute service-users

(234 cases), including 6 adult dependents, 10 families with children and 6

pregnant service users. 

• We gave out 1,406 emergency crisis payments totaling £28,560 to prevent

people going hungry or becoming destitute - an 11% increase on last year

(£25,671).  

• We provided 505 nights of free shelter in the homes of accommodation

volunteers. 

• 248 payments were made to destitute people attending the Night Shelter.

The Shelter is based in a church and service users can sleep there from 8

pm to 8 am and get a breakfast before leaving.  As a member of the

Glasgow Destitution Network, Positive Action in Housing helped set up

and publicise the night shelter in November 2011. 

• We ran a highly successful Annual Winter drop-in surgery. In one day

alone, 196 destitute asylum seekers were provided with hot food, tea,

Primark vouchers, sleeping bags, hygiene packs, clothes and bus tokens

to see them through Christmas and New Year. This represents a 19%

increase compared to last year. 

• Destitute  service users came from 41 different countries (37 in 2013). The

top ten were Iran (17%), Iraq (11%), Pakistan (7%), Zimbabwe (7%),

Sudan (5%), Eritrea (4%), Palestine (3%), Afghanistan (3%), Nigeria

(3%), and Somalia (3%).

2014: All service users by ethnic origin

Income status

Main money problems 2014

Period of destitution: 2014
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• 70% of service users had been destitute for up to 2 years. Over one

quarter (26%) were destitute for 2-9 years.

• We delivered 67 training sessions to 525 staff members from 52 councils,

housing associations and voluntary organisations in Glasgow, Edinburgh,

Ayrshire, Aberdeen, Perth and Dundee.

• 37% of all the charity’s income came from trusts and foundations, 22%

from the Scottish Government and 13% from individual donations. 

• 58 organisations (39 in 2013) and 1,040 (494 in 2013) individuals

donated to our charitable activities.

• Throughout 2014, we continued to carry out strong anti-racist and

human rights campaigns. We supported anti-fascist demonstrations in

Glasgow, Aberdeen, Perth and Dundee. We led a highly successful

Scottish campaign to condemn the blatantly racist and xenophobic “Go

Home” campaign orchestrated by the Home Office. The voices of our

supporters, together with the rest of the uK, succeeded in forcing a public

u-turn by the Government and condemnation from all sections of civil

society.

• Positive Action in Housing’s website (www.paih.org) received 16,682 visits

(15,385 in 2013) , with 109,166  page views.

• We have built a steadily growing and highly supportive online community,

with 1,246 (1,077 in 2013) “fans” on Facebook

(http://www.facebook.com/paihltd).

• We have 758 followers on Twitter (http://www.twitter.com/PosActionHsg),

compared to 488 in2013.

9
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General Housing Casework

The Frontline Housing Advisory Service is a free, independent and multilingual

advice & information service for people from BME communities. The service

has developed nominations agreements with several housing associations

and local authorities across Scotland. It also makes referrals and signposts

service users.

Because of the number of languages spoken by our service users, a

database of freelance interpreters complements existing multilingual skills

with our staff team. Volunteers also provide day to day support.

General profile of our service users

• In 2014, the Frontline Homelessness Advice Service had a caseload of

128 cases. 

• 88% of service users were found to be living in poverty.

• Our service users were from 32 different countries of origin, including China

(33%), Iran (11%), DRC Congo (5%) and Pakistan (5%).

• 53% of service users were from “refugee communities”. 20% were from

settled BME communities.  1% were Eu Migrants.

• We dealt with 17 different languages 

• The main languages spoken were: Chinese Mandarin ( 30%), English (

11%),  Arabic  10%), French (6%), and Farsi (9%). 

• These statistics clearly demonstrate the need for a face to face multilingual

homelessness advice service. The project ensures it meets the needs of

service users by having a multilingual team backed up by a database of

interpreters.

• Our service users consisted of 54 single people, 37 couples with children,

24 single parent families,  9 couples and  4 extended family households. 

• 33% of service users held a temporary tenancy. 24% were housing

association or local authority tenants. 21% were living care of friends or

relatives, and 14% were renting privately.

• The number of people living care of friends and relatives has

increased from 13% to 21%. This indicates an increase in insecurity of

tenure amongst our service users.

• 84% of referrals to the general casework service were by word of mouth.

This demonstrates a high level of trust and client satisfaction.

Problems Reported

Homelessness

• 67 service users were homeless (50%)

These include refugees living in temporary accommodation, those in

hostels or living with friends or relatives while waiting to be rehoused. Our

caseworkers face the challenging task of helping clients to access

temporary homeless accommodation and advising service users on their

housing rights and chances of getting permanently rehoused.

Overcrowding

• 24% of our service users (32) were found to be living in overcrowded

conditions.

• 56% of all overcrowded households have been waiting up to 2 years for

suitable housing.

• 28% have been waiting 2-4 years;

• 16% have been waiting 4-5 years.

2014: General Casework citizenship status

2014: General casework referrals

2013: Problems reported

1 0
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Anti social behavior/racial harassment

• 8 service users were found to be facing some form of racial harassment.

We believe this figure is under-reported by service users. 

• 6 service users reported anti-social behavior as a housing problem during

the year.

Looking ahead

The numbers assisted are lower this year. A shortage of funding for additional

workers has made it difficult to help everyone who approaches us for

assistance. We hope to recruit more staff members with a concerted

fund-raising programme.

Some case studies

Mr Singh

Mr Singh approached our Govanhill drop-in in February this year. Mr Singh

was living with a friend and his family in an overcrowded one bedroom flat for

nearly a year and was sleeping in the living room couch. After discussing

available housing options with the client, we established that the preferred to

stay in the Southside of Glasgow as it was close to his workplace. Advised

Mr Singh to present homeless with the South East Community Casework

service. However we found that Homelessness services had earlier

discharged their duty towards him as he was made an offer which the client

did not accept. Client was not satisfied with the offer of a studio flat in Govan

which was considered a reasonable offer by homelessness services. We

applied for a 2-apartment housing with Govanhill, Southside, West of

Scotland and Arklet housing associations which were the main housing

providers in the Southside of Glasgow. Within two months we received a

phone call from Govanhill housing informing us about a 2 Apartment property

availability in Coplaw street area .We liaised with the housing and forwarded

a mandate stating that client would be interested in viewing the flat. Govanhill

then arranged a house visit to view Mr Singh’s current accommodation to

assess his current situation and suitability for sustaining in the tenancy. After

the checks they arranged Mr Singh to view the flat in Coplaw Street. Client

was happy to accept the offer and signed the tenancy on the same day.

2014: Time spent overcrowded

1 1

The Gao family

Mr Gao and his family were living in a private

rented accommodation in Ayr. The family

were unhappy with the poor condition of

their flat and the insecurity of tenure in their

private let. He and his family were keen to

move into a secure tenancy in Glasgow to

improve his employment prospects.  Mrs

Gao suffers from severe arthritis due to

which her mobility is restricted. The family

was looking for a home that allowed them

easy access. Positive Action in Housing

advised Mr Gao about the process of

applying for social housing, and proceeded

to submit applications to various registered

social landlords (RSL) in Glasgow. Mr Gao

received numerous offers of

accommodation from RSLs, but was

unable to accept as they were unsuitable

due to location or accessibility. After further

liaisons with RSLs about the requirements

of Mr Gao and his family, they received a

suitable own door flat with Cadder Housing

Association. The family are now living in

their first social tenancy. 
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Opposite page: Ako claimed asylum in 2011 from Iran. The uKBA initially

provided limited support, he then was made destitute while still pursuing his

asylum claim. Two years later, Ako was given the good news from his lawyer

that he had leave to remain. However, he was also told by uKBA to vacate

his accommodation because of his change in status. Ako went to the Asylum

Support Team for help. He refused the temporary homeless accommodation

they offered him, as he was told he would have to share one tiny bedroom

with a complete stranger. He felt after being destitute for so long he had go

to through the same process again, as he had no access to any benefits for

over a month and the homeless team could not find him adequate housing.

Positive Action assisted Ako to argue his case and provided support.

Eventually, after several months, Ako was offered his own permanent

accommodation. After suffering so many setbacks, Ako is now studying

engineering and looking to the future. 

1 3
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Clive is from Zimbabwe and first claimed asylum here in 2009.

His claim was refused and his support stopped. Over the next

couple of years he spent more time destitute than with support.

He decided to voluntarily return to Zimbabwe, and applied to

do so 3 times. However, on each occasion the Zimbabwean

embassy refused him a travel document. Clive has no family or

relatives who can support him. He  has been staying in night

shelters since he last received limited support in 2012. Clive's

daily routine in Glasgow includes visits to the local library and

places where he can get free food (but only Monday to Friday)

and then waiting for the night shelter to open. 

“The most difficult part is when it is raining and snowing … waking

in the morning … couldn’t get a normal bath. I go to homeless

charities to have a shower … [but] you have to book an

appointment to have a shower. But Sunday is the worst day of the

week” since more places are closed from where he can get

shelter from the elements. Hopefully one day ... Hoping for hope.”



Destitute Asylum Seekers

Thousands of refused asylum seekers continue to be forced into destitution1

in the uK. Made homeless, denied employment or state support, many

asylum seekers are forced to live on the streets, or else return to the very

countries from which they fled. 

Refused asylum seekers unable to immediately return can apply for “Section

4,”2 provided they are taking steps to leave the uK, or are appealing against

their refusal. However, many refused asylum seekers simply cannot return.

Some will not be accepted back by their governments; others face

persecution, violence, or conditions that are too unsafe and volatile.3 As a

result of this policy, and of delays and incompetence in the asylum system,

many people find themselves destitute.

They are less likely to be able to get out of the cycle of destitution; many will

become society’s invisible citizens. They face the constant fear of being

detained indefinitely or deported despite potentially having a good case for

leave to remain. In the face of such policies, destitution is the preferred option.

The Lifeline Project

The Lifeline Project delivers a holistic service, providing destitute asylum

seekers in Scotland with food, shelter, clothing and crisis payments, as well

as practical advice and support. The Project helps vulnerable people

challenge destitution and find hope, self-worth and resolution in their lives. 

ultimately, the project makes a difference by giving vulnerable people the

breathing space to assess their options and secure the support needed to

gain a positive decision on their asylum claim or be granted a type of ‘Leave

to Remain’, or to leave voluntarily, if that is their wish by liaising with

organisations that can assist with the safe return to their home country.

Caseworkers liaise with solicitors and the Home Office and the private sub

contracted housing provider Orchard Shipman as well as other non-profit

agencies to assist service users to avoid destitution or stop destitution.

Asylum seekers will receive advice about getting back into the system,

accessing food, shelter, legal support and practical support like washing

facilities, soup hand-outs, warm places to gather in the winter time and the

night shelter.

It should be stressed that while we aim to provide short term emergency,

humanitarian relief in order to prevent destitution, the service combined does

more than address basic humanitarian needs. Our overall aim is to intervene

sufficiently in the cycle of destitution to improve every service user’s overall

long term prospects of returning to a safe, warm home with a sense of

stability and permanence. The extent of the support we provide depends on

the level of risk of destitution and each Person’s vulnerabilities were they to

be made destitute, and also on what prospects we assess of being able to

reverse the cycle of destitution and assist individuals and families to find

stability and permanence in their lives.

We are grateful to the following people who so generously provided shelter

in their homes during the year: Ahmed Abdullah, Mary Child, Edith Facenna,

Jo Haythorthwaite and Rachael Smith. We are also very grateful to the many

individuals and charitable trusts who donated to the project during the year.

A complete list is provided at the end of this report. 

Key results

• In 2014, Positive Action in Housing provided emergency support to 269

destitute service-users (234 cases), including 6 adult dependents, 10

families with children and 6 pregnant service users. 

• The Lifeline project gave out 1,406 emergency crisis payments totaling

£28,560 to prevent people going hungry or becoming destitute. This is an

11% increase on destitution payments given out last year (£25,671). 

• We provided 505 nights of free shelter in the homes of accommodation

volunteers. 

• 248 payments were made to destitute people attending the Night Shelter.

The Shelter is based in a church and service users can sleep there from 8

pm to 8 am and get a breakfast before leaving. As a member of the

Glasgow Destitution Network, Positive Action in Housing helped set up

and publicise the night shelter in November 2011. 

• We ran a highly successful Annual Winter drop-in surgery. In one day

alone, 196 destitute asylum seekers were provided with hot food, tea,

Primark vouchers, sleeping bags, hygiene packs, clothes and bus tokens

to see them through Christmas and New Year. This represents a 19%

increase compared to last year. 

Numbers assisted 2004-2013
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L to R: the Lifeline Project Staff: Sunny Singh, Sraboni Bhattacharya 

and Christopher Ho
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• Our service users came from 41 different countries (37 in 2013). The top

ten were Iran (17%), Iraq (11%), Pakistan (7%), Zimbabwe (7%), Sudan

(5%), Eritrea (4%), Palestine (3%), Afghanistan (3%), Nigeria (3%), and

Somalia (3%).

• 70% of service users had been destitute for up to 2 years. Over one

quarter (26%) were destitute for 2-9 years.

• 128 new cases were referred to the Lifeline Project, compared to 92 in

2013. This represents a 39% increase since last year. 

• 83% were male. The majority did not have any dependents in the uK,

either adults or children.

• They were aged between 17 and 73 years of age. 36 per cent were below

the age of 30. 192 destitute asylum seekers (82%) were facing destitution

despite being in the process of lodging a fresh claim or a judicial review.

As a consequence of removing this support, many genuine cases were

put in serious jeopardy. 

• Only 7% had exhausted their appeal rights. 

• A very small number of people fell into destitution at earlier stages of the

asylum process. 

Countries of origin: 2014

Period of destitution: 2014

2014: Housing situation at first visit

1 7

Winter destitution surgery, December 2013: over 200 people attended in one day for food, clothing, hygiene packs, sleeping bags and crisis grants. 



• We also assisted 17 destitute service users to access larger crisis grants

from St Martins Vicars Relief Fund. 

• We distributed food and fresh fruit donated fortnightly by volunteers from

the Glasgow Central Mosque. We also distributed food hampers donated

by the Glasgow Destitution Food Programme. 

• We gave out bus passes to cover costs involved in essential travelling to

home office for sign-in, doctor and solicitor appointments. 

• 60% of service users were identified as “additionally vulnerable”. These

include the elderly, young people, families with children, pregnant women,

and those with physical or mental health problems, people who have

suffered some form of trauma, for example, torture, genital mutilation,

domestic violence or sex trafficking. 

• 17% of women were destitute. Women are at particular risk of exploitation.

• 16% are young people aged between 16 and 25 years old.

• 12% suffer mental or physical health problems, though we believe this to

be under-reported.

• 7% of the destitute were families. 5% were older people aged between

56 and 75 years old.

• 3% of service users were pregnant at the time of approaching the service.

• Children and young people are particularly vulnerable and at risk of

exploitative relationships if forced to be reliant on others for food and

shelter. Another concern is the welfare of pregnant women who face risks

to their own and their unborn baby’s health because of destitution. We

counted 6 pregnant women amongst the destitute, and helped 10 families

with children.

• 85 households (36%) were staying with other asylum seekers or friends

when they first approached the Lifeline Project. 

• 60 people (26%) had nowhere to live at all and were roofless. 46

households (20%) were about to be evicted. 30 people (13%) were staying

in a night shelter.

• Amongst destitute people, we have witnessed incidents of aggression,

threats of self harm, suicide and worsening mental health problems caused

by increased levels of desperation.

1Destitution is the lack of means to meet basic needs of shelter, warmth, food, water and health.

Refused asylum seekers are forbidden by law to work, access benefits or homelessness or hostel

accommodation.
2Accommodation and voucher support.
3Verified by CIA and Amnesty country reports as well as the British Foreign Office advice on

travelling to certain countries.

Charitable provision at breaking point

Despite the uK government’s claims to the contrary, the problem of

destitution, and more specifically long term destitution, continues to be a

feature of the asylum process for many vulnerable people.

Our resources to support destitute people are being pushed beyond the limit

– the bad economic climate is making it tougher to deliver this project.

Looking ahead

In 2015, we need to raise £28,500 to pay for the Emergency Hardship Fund

and £50,000 for two Destitution Support Workers. The money raised is going

solely to helping those who are left destitute, hungry and unable to return to

their country of origin. Please help us carry out this important humanitarian

work in one of the following ways:

Give a secure online donation via

https://mydonate.bt.com/events/winterdestitutionappeal/186803. 

Alternatively, you can give via PayPal at www.paypal-marketing.co.uk to

donate@paih.org.

Become a charity fundraisers and get sponsored to do a run, sleep out, do

a coffee morning or a sponsored silence, or some other activity. You can set

up a sponsorship page at https://mydonate.bt.com/charities/

positiveactioninhousing and ask your friends and family to give a donation

on your page. For more info email home@paih.org. 

2014: Additionally vulnerable
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Case Studies

Backlog of cases which causes destitution amongst genuine refugees

Suzanne is 72 years of age and from the Democratic Republic of Congo. She

claimed asylum in 2007 after being falsely accused of passing information to a

political party.  She was referred by her doctor in 2013, after her Home Office

support discontinued on refusal of her asylum claim.  On our advice, Suzanne

remained in her asylum accommodation without subsistence.  An application

was made for Section 4 (emergency) support. While that was being processed,

the project provided her with weekly crisis grants for food and essential bus

fares.  We worked with her solicitor and section 4 was eventually granted.

However, in March 2014 her Section 4 support was withdrawn, and she was

facing destitution. We resumed crisis grants once again while she actively

pursued her asylum case through her solicitor. Thankfully, in June 2014,

Suzanne was granted discretionary leave to remain. 

Nabeela came to the uK as an asylum seeker in 2010. She fled domestic violence

at the hands of her powerful former husband in Pakistan. She was referred by the

unity centre after she was found rough sleeping in a close. She had no support and

has Hepatitis C. When she came to see us she was naturally distraught.  We

provided Nabeela with short term accommodation in a hostel, and then later with

one of our volunteers. Nabeela was granted Section 95 support a few weeks later

which meant she was no longer destitute while trying to resolve her asylum claim.

Ali was a qualified doctor in Sudan. He sought asylum here in 2013. He was

persecuted by the authorities because of his political views and because his

family are from the Berti tribe.  

“I was detained for 3 days and tortured, suspected of passing information from

government opposition to affiliates in the UK … I was not given food or water,

and forced to stay in a toilet [whilst sleep deprived]”. 

Ali was discovered rough sleeping in Glasgow; his asylum support was stopped

when his claim was refused. He is staying in a night shelter and doing voluntary

work while his solicitor prepares a fresh claim. 

“I have been staying in the shelter for the past 10 months. We have to leave from

8am until 8pm … [during these hours] I go to the library or I walk the streets. I

work as a volunteer at the Chest, Heart and Stroke Scotland shop 2 days a

week. Sundays are the worst … libraries are closed, and I roam the streets, or

I sit at bus stops. Signing at the Home Office is another difficult day … I might

get detained and be forced to return to Sudan. So there is fear all the time”.

Positive Action in Housing has been giving Ali regular crisis grants while he

actively pursues his asylum case.

Tasneem and her son approached us in May 2014. Their case was complex.

They were destitute and living at the mercy of sympathetic friends, former asylum

seekers themselves. The uKBA accused Tasneem and her child of fraudulently

obtaining leave to remain by paying a corrupt Home Office official and withdrew

their leave to remain and ordered them to leave the uK. The family however claim

they were led to believe by the Home Office official at their asylum interview that they

would get leave to remain if they handed over £4,000. Tasneem sold her jewellery

and borrowed money from friends and family to pay for their leave to remain. They

were amongst dozens of asylum seekers who had been pproached in the same

way. The Home Office worker was subsequently jailed for the fraud.  Further

investigation found that the family were telling the truth and that they were one of

64 vulnerable families who had been similarly taken advantage of. After

unsuccessfully approaching several solicitors, Tasneem was advised to seek

assistance from Positive Action in Housing. We approached a firm of solicitors

about the possibility of suing the Home Office for wrongful accusations demanding

the reinstatement of their leave to remain as well as compensation and the refund

of their money. A reputable firm of solicitors agreed to take up the case on the

basis of deception by the home office and on human rights grounds; the family has

since had their support reinstated and are actively pursuing their claim for asylum.

Mustapha is a 61 years old asylum seeker. He suffered a double amputation

in the Iran/Iraq war. He approached us in June 2014 after he received a letter

from the home office stating that his support would be stopped. Mustafa was

helped to our office by a friend. Due to his disability, he attends hospital regularly.

Orchard and Shipman landlords then ordered him to leave his flat. Mustapha

had nowhere to go. We challenged his case with Orchard and Shipman who are

the accommodation providers. They eventually agreed to let Mr Rasul stay in the

flat temporarily. We are currently providing Mustapha with weekly Crisis Grants

until his section 4 support is reinstated.
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New Migrants Action Project 

Since July 2008 the New Migrants Action Project, has been promoting equal

access for Scotland’s new migrants to services. 

Now in the final year of from Scottish Government’s Equalities Fund, we have

seen another year of increasingly high demand for our services in an ever

more challenging economic and legislative environment for European

Economic Area nationals.

The project is led by Iain Chisholm, project coordinator, and his team consists

of Lia Dmitrieva, project officer and Diana-Florina Indreiu and Roxana Dragomir

both sessional workers in our Romanian Roma advice project in Govanhill.

Project Outcomes

1. A8 and A2 nationals will be better informed about their rights and

empowered to pursue their own employment and welfare entitlements

independently and to share this information with their communities. 

2. Migrants from the European Economic Area will be better informed

about their housing options, be empowered to pursue the best option

for them and be able to share this information with their communities.

3. Agencies in Scotland are better informed of migrants’ rights and

entitlements and better able to meet their needs.

4. New migrant community groups in Hamilton and Govanhill are

established; their confidence and capacity build to identify and address

needs in their own communities and to establish bridges, bonds and

links.

Advice and Information Provision 

In 2013-4, we saw 779 presentations at our advice drop-ins a 13%

increase on the 687 presentations in 2012-13. Service users came to us

for advice and information on 999 separate issues

Govanhill is now by far our most popular drop-in, visits increasing by 54%

on last year from 259 to 400. Our drop-ins in Hamilton and Glasgow city

centre both saw slight falls in visits. Hamilton continues to provide a

valuable and trusted service to mostly Estonian and Latvian workers while

the increased diversity of service users visiting our city centre drop-in

suggests that, while the Polish population in Glasgow is more settled and

able to access services independently, new arrivals from around Europe

still need our service’s support. 

Welfare Rights advice is by a considerable margin the most important issue

for our service users at 35% of all enquiries. Applications for Tax Credits

are still very complex and time consuming: a typical claim for a

self-employed Romanian Roma person took several months to process

and was subject to HMRC Compliance enquiries. Increasingly, once in

payment, these claims are subject to an aggressive review process. We

made 156 applications for welfare benefits and got feedback from 58

successful claims. the total recorded increase in income for our service

users was £163151.23 this year. 
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“Successful settlement in Scotland for migrant

workers is built on basic access to work,

sufficient income and secure housing. The work

of New Migrants Action Project has improved

the lives of service users and their families by

providing advice, information and casework to

individuals. People tell us they are more settled,

more independent and feel more confident in

dealing with their own problems.”
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Some of the regular service users at our busy Govanhill drop-in,

where visits increased by more than 50% over last year.

     

    

      

      

     

 

     

     

      

      



The teams knowledge of a wide range of other areas from housing and

homelessness law to self-employment and utilities means service users

can come to us for high quality multilingual advice on a range of essential

services.

Our service users came from 17 countries and spoke 20 preferred

languages. Romania, Latvia and Estonia remained our three best

represented countries due to us targeting our services in Govanhill and

Hamilton at communities who find it difficult to access mainstream

services. 

Training and working with other agencies

We provided in house training to 147 delegates from Edinburgh Street Team,

Govan Home Education Link Project, West Lothian Council Housing and

Homelessness departments, Glasgow ESOL forum, East Lothian Council

Housing and Homelessness departments, Aberdeen Council Housing and

Homelessness departments, Aberdeen Cyrenians and at open courses to

33 delegates from 13 different organisations.

Our Eu course has been adapted considerably to take account of the

change in rights for Romanian and Bulgarian nationals, raft of legislative

changes to right to reside rules, access to Job Seekers Allowance and

Housing Benefit since the start of 2014.

Evaluations remain strongly positive. 

We responded to 42 telephone and email enquiries from statutory and

voluntary agencies asking for advice on complex issues regarding Right to

Reside, homelessness and entitlement to welfare benefits.

Looking ahead

Funding for the New Migrants Action Project comes to an end in March 31

20-15. We hope that the good work of this project can continue beyond

2015 and look forward to hearing from the Scottish Government.
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“Through our training with statutory and

voluntary agencies throughout Scotland, from

Aberdeen to Irvine to Musselburgh, access to

services has been improved as frontline workers

better understand the complex rights of

migrants. 

Through our presence and contributions to

various reports, research and networks the

particular needs of migrant workers are better

understood at a policy and funding level.”

“We see a clear difference in the standard of

living and health for our service users in Govanhill

as the increase in income achieved through

self-employment and welfare benefits lift people

out of poverty. In tackling extreme poverty of

Romanian Roma we believe we are making a

vital first step in challenging the “othering” of

Roma.”

Helping clients deal with the Inland Revenue is at the heart of our

work with self-employed Romanians in Govanhill.   

We helped Irina find a new home and move in without getting into

debt. "We're really happy here and confident about the future".
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In Hamilton, 20 months after making her application, Heljo has a letter confirming her Pension Credit award. 

"Lia helped me a lot - it would have been impossible without her specialist knowledge"
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Case Study One

Heljo Sidorenko

Heljo, 72, arrived in Hamilton in Spring 2011 to live with her son and his family.

She had been living alone in Estonia since her son came to work in Scotland

in July 2007 and was no longer able to live there herself without family to

support her. 

By October, as his working hours were reduced, it was becoming increasingly

difficult for the family to live together on Heljo’s son’s wages alone and she

came to the NMAP drop-in at Hamilton’s Whitehill Neighbourhood Centre. 

As the family member of an EEA national worker, Heljo was entitled to

Pension Credits, so we ordered the application forms helped her complete

them and send them in in December. A month or so later Heljo had a home

visit from the DWP Pension Credit adviser and at the end of April she got a

letter asking lots of questions and for a number of documents, some of which

she had left in Estonia. By the time she had travelled to Estonia and found the

documents she needed the claim had been refused. We made an appeal in

June 2012, wrote to DWP chasing up the appeal in September but by

December she had not had any reply from DWP. We helped her make a new

application and chased up the appeal again. At the end of January 2013 she

had another home visit on her new application. In April 2013 we called DWP

again to chase up both the new application and the appeal. There was still

no answer to the appeal and the new application could not be traced. 

It was mid May 2013 when Heljo got a letter from DWP confirming her right

to reside for Pension Credits. At the end of May she was asked a series of

questions about a small, dilapidated summer house she owns in Estonia.

We explained that it had no hot running water, no heating or indoor bathroom

and cost her 100 euros as part of the de-sovietisation programme in Estonia.

She had a fourth home visit at the end of June. At the end of July she had

still not had a decision on her claim so we called again and were promised

a response within 5 working days. 

At last in August 2013, 20 months after the initial application, four home visits,

19 separate contacts an award was made.

Pension Credits are provided for older people to guarantee a minimum

income at a time in their life when they are likely to be more vulnerable. The

DWP providing home visits for applicants is a good idea but in this case it

doesn’t seem to have been helpful in getting the right decision made in a

reasonable time. 

Heljo told us, “I was lucky to be able to depend on my son and his family to

look after me, but supporting me for almost two years had an impact on him

and my grandchildren, and that was difficult for all of us. I felt really guilty

sometimes, like I was taking food from their mouths. They had to give up a

lot of good things for me. It was great to win in the end and get the

backdated money - I’ve been able to pay my family back for what they

sacrificed for me, which made me feel better. I’m not a burden now.” 

“Lia helped me a lot; the application process and appeals were complicated,

trying to figure out what they wanted from me would have been impossible

without her specialist knowledge. I might have given up without her

assurance that I was doing the right thing.” 
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In the second half of 2013 and the start of 2014 the

media was full of threats and lies about millions of

Romanian Roma descending on the UK to claim

benefits when restrictions on the labour market

ended. What we saw working with people in

Govanhill was people working hard, striving to

improve the lives of their families as the Westminster

government made it more and more difficult. Echoes

of that harsh rhetoric are seen in the decisions made

on benefits applications – a determination to paint

our service users as dishonest and undeserving. 
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Case Study Two

Daniela – Back to square one.

Over the last two years Daniela told us about her journey from her husband leaving

, falling ever deeper into debt and struggling to raise her 3 children with her £120

a week earnings, to feeling as though she and her kids had some security for the

first time in years. Applying for the benefits she was eligible for was complicated,

both HMRC and Glasgow City Council taking several months to process her

claims properly. She had waited 4 months for HMRC Tax Credits Compliance to

look through all the evidence and nine months for Housing Benefit. 

For most of this year Daniela was able to settle down and carry on with a fairly

normal life. Other than helping her fill in her tax return and Tax Credits renewal

form, we didn’t see her at the Govanhill drop-in. In February 2014 however

things again took a turn for the worse when a Tax Credits Examination started. 

Daniela got a letter asking 40 separate questions about her family life and

self-employment, full details of all benefits, the full year’s bank statements, her

rental agreement, council tax bill, all her utility bills for the year, passports and

birth certificates for her whole family including her estranged husband, a

completed income and expenditure form, all her invoices and a range of other

papers about her self-employment. We translated the letter and helped Daniela

put together a reply and all the paperwork she could provide. The HMRC officer

claimed to have information that Daniela’s husband was living at the address

which was not the case. We explained this and gave his new address. 

In mid-April Daniela got a new letter from the officer stating that she had

contacted the children’s school and been given her address for the estranged

husband (contacting the school itself is a clear breach of HMRC guidance and

a breach of data protection by the school) and demanding explanations for a

range of deposits and withdrawals from her bank account – for example, a

£160 deposit from 11 months before. The officer had also contacted one of

Daniela’s clients directly, without her permission, demanding copy invoices –

again a clear breach of HMRC guidance and entirely out with their powers. We

wrote again explaining that the contact addresses at the school were given

when the children first started years before and hadn’t been updated (of course

it is not Daniela’s responsibility to update her estranged husband’s contact

details), and explaining as many of the transactions as Daniela could remember. 

Daniela provided all the information she could and got a third letter a month

later, demanding explanations of six more cash bank transactions, including

three of £160, £150 and £200 from May 2013. The officer simply refused to

accept Daniela’s explanation of her husband’s contact details, claimed she

could not establish the legitimacy of Daniela’s clients’ businesses (again a

matter entirely outside her control) and stopped the claim.

We understand that HMRC have to be careful about paying out claims for Tax

Credits but it is clear in their guidance that they should not adopt an

assumption of fraud without evidence. The demands for large volumes of

only vaguely relevant information and explanations seems designed more to

provide an excuse for the officer to delay and refuse the claim when Daniela

couldn’t provide answers than to actually establish her family situation,

self-employment and income. The onus of proof in this type of examination

is on HMRC and apart from two illegally gathered pieces of weak

circumstantial evidence, the HMRC officer has none. Nevertheless, the claim

now has to go to appeal which will leave Daniela and her children without

money for another 3 or 4 months. 

“I’m back where I was. It’s actually worse now, because since HMRC

demanded invoices from one of my main clients he has stopped giving me

work – so not only have my tax credits stopped but my actual earnings have

gone down a lot too. I don’t know why HMRC need to do this. I’m trying to

work hard, get by and raise my children – set them a good example. It feels

as though HMRC are going out of their way to make life impossible. Now I’m

back to having to borrow from people and hope I can pay them back.” 

“NMAP helped me win before though, so I hope we can do it again. It’s

really difficult but I have to try.” 
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“In Govanhill, in one of the most excluded

groups in Glasgow, our casework increased

income for our Romanian Roma service users

by a minimum of £160,000 over the year.”
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Money Skills Project

The Money Skills Project began in 2011 with three year funding from the Oak

Foundation. Oak Foundation comprises a group of philanthropic

organisations based in various countries around the world. The Foundation

was formally established in 1998 in Geneva, Switzerland.

The Project offers a multilingual advice service and financial literacy

workshops to people from black & minority ethnic and migrant communities

in Glasgow. 

The project accepts referrals from housing providers, community

organisations and other groups, and also signposts service users to other

services.

The Project Manager is Sraboni Bhattacharya. There are also 3 Money Skills

Advisers, Charles Gichago, Mary Yeawan Chau and Marina Belokurov. 

Languages spoken by the team include: English, Punjabi, Hindi, Urdu,

Bengali, Cantonese Hakka, Russian, Hebrew, German and Swahili. These

languages are backed up by freelance interpreters and volunteers. 

Background

Research by End Child Poverty (ECP) shows that it’s expensive to be poor;

lower-income families in the uK are more likely to pay higher prices for basic

utilities such as gas and electricity; prepayment meters render costs

prohibitively high; not everyone has access to the internet to check utility saving

websites. There is a growing dependency on high interest money-lenders and

mail order catalogues, and very few know what a credit union is or does. The

extra costs of acquiring credit and purchasing goods and services can amount

to a ‘poverty premium’ of £1,000 or more per year.

The poverty risks also tend to be higher for ethnic minority groups. Those

from BME (black and minority ethnic) communities are more likely to be

unemployed or living in income poverty than the wider population. Many are

also socially marginalised because of language and cultural differences. 

The Runneymede Trust found that many people from minority ethnic

backgrounds have serious money issues and a pressing need for Money

Guidance but very little access to it. The Runnymede Trust recommends the

employment of BME Money Guidance advisors in order to make marginalized

people more able and confident to take up support and improve their

situation. The report also recommends greater engagement with BME

organisations serving often poor and marginalized BME communities, in

order to help people access such advice and support.

By tackling economic and financial issues, the Project will tackle one of the

root causes of homelessness and insecurity of tenure, enabling service-users

to break out of the poverty cycle and achieve stability and security for current

and future generations.

Key results

• Provided money advice to 340 service users (256 in 2013) from 42 different

ethnic groups, including Chinese (32%), Latvian (15%), Pakistani (5%) and

Iranian (5%). 

• 67% of advice requests concerned benefits and tax credits entitlements.

38% of clients experienced an increase in income as a result of a change

in benefit claim. 12% of service users accessed Community Care Grant,

Social Funds or individual grants from the Vicar Relief Fund.

• 38% of clients experienced an increase in overall income as a result of

approaching the project. 

• The number of service users living below income support levels fell by 7%

from 39.5% to 32.8%.

• Delivered 14 financial skills workshops to 118 participants. These include

a new workshop on ‘Welfare Reform Changes’ in addition to ‘Budgeting

and Savings’ and ‘Introduction to Benefits'.

• 90% of clients attending workshops stated they felt more confident about

being able to manage their money.

• Delivered 7 Energy Best Deal sessions in different languages in partnership

with Citizens Advice Direct, to 38 participants from BME communities. The

sessions highlighted the help that is available from both energy suppliers

and government for people struggling to pay their energy bills. 

• In June 2014 the Money Skills Project won the Yorkshire and Clydesdale

Bank ‘Spirit of the Community Awards’ . These awards are aimed at

recognising and supporting the vital contribution that voluntary and

charitable organisations make to their local communities and the great

work that is being done at the grass roots level. This is a fitting testimony

to the work of the Money Skills Project in its first three years of existence.

• An external evaluation of the money skills project was carried out in August

2014 by Colin Hann of MDA Global Consultants. The evaluation found that

the project had been highly successful in meeting its aims and objectives,

and that there is a continued need for it in the future.
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Looking ahead

The Money Skills Project is an important part of the work we do to challenge

poverty. We are now actively fundraising to secure the future of the project

now that it has reached its final year's funding.

Hong, 29yrs arrived in the u.K. eight years ago and worked in different towns

and cities receiving a low wage as an assistant cook.  She came to see the

Money Skills Team to get help to supplement her income.  She was unaware

how to access state entitlements as she had never applied before.  We

carried out a benefits check and helped Hong to access entitlements.

Svetlana, 47, is from Latvia and her partner Yaya, 36, is from Ivory Coast.

We helped the couple to receive benefits for Child Benefit and Child Tax

Credit, resolved problems with energy bills and applied for Warm Home

Discount.

Case studies

Erica

Erica is of Latvian Roma origin. She approached the Money Skills Project in

October 2013. She was receiving statutory sick pay and had no prospects of

returning to her job due to poor health. She worked as a laundry assistant which

required her to stand all day. As a result she suffers from varicose veins, high blood

pressure and back pain. Her statutory sick pay of £76 was about to end. She was

anxious and worried. Her employer could not change her contract or offer her a

suitable alternative and wanted her to leave. As a result of being on sick leave, her

debt accumulated to £6429, including rent and council tax arrears, mobile phone

arrears and an overdraft. Erica did not know about her benefit entitlements. She

was afraid of losing her home. We advised her about her entitlement to Housing

Benefit even when she was getting sick pay. We helped her to get housing benefit

and put council tax reduction in place. She also received employment and support

allowance with our guidance. The money skills adviser also assisted her to apply

for disability benefits. Debt repayment was renegotiated with Glasgow Housing

Association, the phone company and debt collectors. Erica was able to get

backdated payment of Working Tax Credit. So far, we have assisted Erica to get

£2916. Erica is now attending information workshops organised by the project. 

Kang

Kang first approached us in late 2012 when her home was repossessed.

and we helped her find a new home with Arklet Housing Association and

apply for Housing and Council Tax Benefits. Kang came back to us this year

to tell us her JSA had been stopped since September 2012 because DWP

believed she had too much capital from the proceeds of her house. Despite

taking bank statements to her local Jobcentre twice, the problem was not

resolved and her Housing Benefit and Council Tax Reduction were

suspended. She was anxious and under pressure from her landlord to tackle

her growing arrears. We helped her prepare a mandatory reconsideration for

her JSA claim and met with Arklet HA to help them agree a way forward and

to safeguard her tenancy while the claims were processed. By June 2013 she

had £2500 of rent arrears and Arklet had started eviction proceedings. We

worked with Kang, phoning, emailing and writing to jobcentre, the Council

and Arklet HA until the end of the 2013 when her Housing Benefit and

Council Tax reduction were awarded and backdated. Although she still has

rent arrears, she is paying them back, and she has started part-time work.

Her income is steady and she feels secure and settled in her home for the first

time in years.
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“The Project is vibrant, well set up, reflects an identified need

and has met and even surpassed its targets in delivering its

objectives. It is well run and administered. The staff team work

together as evidenced by the progress made at the Project,

the feedback we have received from various agencies, and also

from interviews we have carried out with staff themselves”.

External evaluation of the Money Skills Project, 2014
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Lidia, 62, is from Latvia. Her first language is not English. We helped her to receive Pension Credit 

and disability benefits when she became severely disabled due to cancer and progressive arthritis. 



Food Bank

Our food bank has been running for over a year now. Due to lack of

funding and staffing, we have been running the service at a skeleton level.

The vast majority of our service users are poor or destitute. Those

accessing the food bank in 2014 include destitute refugees, homeless

migrants, those on low incomes or without access to benefits, and those

impoverished by rent arrears and fuel debt. 

We are grateful to Glasgow’s Jewish and Muslim communities, and the

Glasgow Academy for their support of the food bank. We are also grateful

to everyone who handed in food items to the food bank.

We currently receive fortnightly donations from Glasgow Central Mosque,

as part of Feed Glasgow – an initiative run by volunteers and supporting

organisations to feed the homeless people of Glasgow. These provisions,

which we give out to clients 3 days a week, include useful and essential

items such as rice, pasta, tins of chopped tomatoes, chick peas, and

soups, uHT milk, biscuits, fresh fruit, and more. 

In 2013, we assisted 110 people. In 2014, we estimate that we assist

around 40 families each week. 

Looking ahead

The food bank has great potential. Ideally we need a full time food bank

coordinator who is responsible for sourcing free food, monitoring the

number of food packs and the reasons for giving out these food packs.

Volunteers could also assist. We will be seeking funding for a worker and

running costs. Watch this space!
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Campaigns and Appeals

Anti-racist work

Throughout the year, Positive Action in Housing supported and widely

publicised a number of anti-racist and anti-fascist demonstrations organised

by unite Against Fascism and the Glasgow Campaign to Welcome Refugees.

Demonstrations took place in Edinburgh, Glasgow, Dumfries and Aberdeen.

The protests took place to show opposition to the presence of extreme right

wing groups spreading hate in our communities.  We also focussed attention

on the Government’s attempts to force destitute refugees to return to their

country of origin. Another focussed appeal was the baby Mohammad

Appeal. These are outlined below.

“Go Home”

The uK government’s “Go home” campaign was targeted at the uK’s

impoverished refugee communities.  All corners of civil society regarded it as

a racist hate campaign. It borrowed the racist language of extreme right wing

racist groups such as the National Front and the British National Party. We

spoke out following the publication of an undercover photograph taken at

the Brand street Reporting Centre in Glasgow. The photograph showed

suspended paper aeroplanes and “go home” posters and stickers plastered

on the walls, floors and seats of the centre, where those seeking asylum in

Scotland are expected to report frequently. We circulated the photograph

widely and commented that this was bare faced racism borrowing the

language of the National Front when immigrants were told to “go back

home”. Alongside other campaign groups across the uK, we kept up the

campaign. A few weeks later, Theresa May, the home secretary, admitted

that the controversial “go home” vans had been “too much of a blunt

instrument”, and would not be extended nationwide.
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Baby Mohammad Appeal

One of the most heart rending stories in 2014 was that of 2 months old baby

Mohammad Sudais. Born to Afghan refugees, Baby Mohammad’s mother, father

and 13 month old baby brother died in extreme pain following a gas explosion

at their home in Peshawar, North Pakistan. All three suffered 80% burns to their

bodies. Baby Mohammad was in his cot in his parents’ bedroom when the

explosion took place. Heat from the ensuing fire melted the plastic from his cot

and fell onto his face. He suffered full thickness skin loss to most of his face. He

required life saving plastic surgery in the world renowned Canniesburn unit based

in Glasgow. His case was brought to our attention by his uncle, a member of the

Afghan community. We highlighted his case to our members and supporters

and the story received uK and world-wide attention. Scottish people were

touched by this child’s story. Meanwhile, we worked closely with the British High

Commission and the Scottish Government to have Baby Mohammad brought

to Scotland. Two weeks after the campaign started, Baby Mohammad arrived

with his aunt and uncle in Glasgow on February 20th and was taken straight to

Yorkhill Children’s Hospital. Two days later, he stopped breathing and was revived

by doctors. Since then he has undergone several surgeries to his face at the

hands of Dr Stuart Watson and his team of surgeons. In August 2014, he was

released from hospital and was granted indefinite leave to remain. Positive Action

in Housing took up this case because of our close involvement with Scotland’s

refugee and migrant communities. It was essential that there was an agency that

could act quickly to save Baby Mohammad’s life and engage all the relevant

support needed to bring him to Scotland and get him the treatment and support

he needed. We were fortunate to be in that position. It is important that we are

able to carry out humanitarian appeals of this nature and wider anti-racist

campaigns. To this end the charity is reviewing its mission to encompass the

wide range of work we do with those in greatest need.
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February 2014: A nurse at Yorkhill Hospital soothes  Baby Mohammad to sleep before his first operation. 

Just a few hours earlier, he had been resuscitated after he stopped breathing. 
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Training

In 2014 Positive Action in Housing’s Equality and Diversity training

programme was delivered to registered social landlords, Statutory Bodies

and voluntary organisations across Scotland. The training works towards

equipping service providers with the knowledge and tools to ensure equal

access to mainstream services for BME communities.

• During this period we delivered 67 training sessions to 525 staff members

from 52 different organisations from across Scotland. (46 more than last

year with an increase of 367 staff)

• We developed bespoke training in partnership with The Scottish

Consortium for Learning Disability with a pilot ‘Transitions’ training project

to be launched next year.

• We developed bespoke training with Glasgow Centre for Inclusive Living

highlighting Race and Disability concepts. This session will be piloted in

May next year.

• We formed links with other organisations who are expert in their field to

deliver specific training sessions as open courses, SAMH, Glasgow

Womens Aid and Rights Advice Scotland

• We delivered sessions in Glasgow, Edinburgh, Ayrshire, Aberdeen, Perth

and Dundee

• The return evaluations from delegates demonstrate a high level of

satisfaction. 

Statutory bodies (12):

West Lothian Council, Glasgow City Council, City of Glasgow College,

North Glasgow College, Skills Development Scotland, East Lothian

Council, Community Safety Glasgow, Dundee City Council, City of

Edinburgh Council, Aberdeen City Council, Renfrewshire Council,

Midlothian Council 

Housing Associations (16): 

Dunedin Canmore Housing Association, Caledonia Housing Association,

Provanhall Housing Association, East Lothian Housing Association,

Parkhead Housing Association, Irvine Housing Association, Tenant First

Housing Co-Operative, Wheatley Group, Lintel Group, Port of Leith

Housing Association, Link Housing Association Ltd., Thenue Housing

Association, Waverly Housing and Care, Shire Housing Association,

Viewpoint Housing Association, Langstane Housing Association

Community/voluntary/charity groups (24):

Glasgow Centre for Inclusive Living (GCIL); The Scottish Consortium for

Learning Disability (SCLD), Edinburgh Street Works, Shelter, The STAR

Project, Glasgow ESOL Forum, Rape Crisis Scotland, Glasgow Access

Panel (GAP), Drumchapel Money Advice Centre, Equality Plus, Interfaith

Scotland, South Seeds, SASRA, Glasgow Council for Alcohol, Loretto

Care, the Rock Trust, St Columba’s Hospice, Quarriers, RNIB, Scottish

union of Supported Employees, Clydebank Women’s Aid, Edinburgh Rape

Crisis and Sexual Abuse Centre, Hematt Gryff Women’s Aid, Job and

Business Glasgow

We provided in house training to: 

Dunedin Canmore Housing Association

Caledonia Housining Association

Port of Leith Housing Association

Training Session Overview:

• Equality and Diversity workshops

• Equality and Diversity: the legislation and Human Rights

• Working with Refugees, Asylum Seekers, Migrants and Eu Nationals

• Community Engagement 

• Equality Impact Assessments

• Cultural Awareness

• Mental Health Awareness – PAiH working with SAMH

• Domestic Abuse – PAiH working with Glasgow Womens Aid

• Racial Harassment- What is it and how to deal with it 

• Welfare Reform: a short introduction 

We continued to assist RSL’s and LA’s to update their equal opportunities

policies, equality action plans and how to conduct Equality Impact

Assessments through training their staff and viewing their current policies.

We provided staff with skills and knowledge around community

engagement and cultural awareness to help them deliver high quality

services to members of BME communities.

Looking ahead 

The training officer post is currently vacant due to lack of funding and the

training programme is being provided on a skeleton level until we can identify

potential funding for this post. 
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Scottish Ethnic Minorities

Directory

The Scottish Ethnic Minorities Directory is produced annually and lists

hundreds of Black & Minority Ethnic, Refugee and New Migrant

organisations, groups and projects across Scotland.

There is no other accurate or up to date database of contacts within the

Voluntary and Non Profit sectors. There are many new organisations that

mainstream organisations will be unaware of. All in all it is a must-have

resource for anyone wanting to work more closely with diverse  groups and

communities. No public body, housing provider, voluntary organisation should

be without it. 

The Directory is free to our members, and available to all others at a cost of

£25 (incl p&p). All proceeds go to our humanitarian work. To place your order

please email your contact and invoice details to home@paih.org.  Bulk

discounts are also available.

Multifaith Wallplanner

Every year we produce a Multifaith Wallplanner. This is extremely popular

because of its year round advertising opportunities. All profits from the

planner, after paying for the print costs, go to our humanitarian work. 

Thanks go to the following organisations who sponsored the 2013

Wallplanner:

Angus Council, Arklet Housing Association, Barony HA, Caledonia HA, CIH

Scotland, City of Glasgow College, Clydesdale HA, Crossreach, Crown

Office, Cube Housing Association, East Dunbartonshire Council, Elderpark

HA, GCVS, Glasgow City council, Glasgow HA, Horizon Housing, Inverclyde

Council, Key Housing Association, Kingdom HA, Link Group Ltd, Loreburn

HA, Loretto Housing Association, NG homes, NUJ Glasgow branch, NUJ,

Scottish Office, Port of Leith HA, Prospecthill HA, Queens Cross HA, Rape

Crisis Scotland, Scottish Community alliance, Scottish Government, Shared

Intelligence, Southside HA, Strathclyde joint Police Board, TASC Agency, The

Co-operative, Unite Housing Associations Branch, Unite the Union, West

Lothian housing Partnership

The Planner is an excellent ‘diversity tool’. It helps you plan events sensitively

around the key religious festivals celebrated by your members, service users

or employees. It is distributed across Scotland, to our members, minority

ethnic, refugee and new migrant groups and organisations, registered social

landlords, voluntary organisations, politicians and our funders and

supporters. 

A full colour 70mm(h) x 90 mm (w) advertising space  costs £325. Copies of

the planner are available at a cost of £15 each. To buy a copy or to book an

advert in the 2014 planner  just email home@paih.org and we will reply

straight away. The Deadline for the 2014 planner is Monday November 18th

2013.
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Room Hire

In 2014, 12 organisations regularly used our boardroom facilities. These were:

Child Poverty Action Group, community Infosource, Jill Eastham, East

Ayrshire Council, Glasgow Disability Alliance, North Ayrshire ouncil, Outside

the Box, Passage from India, Rape Crisis Centre, Scottish Women's Aid,

Volunteer Centre. 

Positive Action in Housing’s offices are in a convenient, central location in the

heart of Glasgow, a short walk from Central and Queen Street Stations, and

Buchanan St underground. From here, we offer room hire during office hours.

Our boardroom seats up to 17 and, together with our break out space, can

be hired for meetings and training. All proceeds go towards our charitable

work. 

Room hire facilities include:

• Wireless broadband 

• TV/V R  

• Overhead/ Slide Projectors and Flip hart  

• Refreshments (teas, coffees, biscuits)  

• Lunch to suit all diets 

• Disability access 

• Anything else you need that we can hire for you at extra cost. 

To book rooms at Positive Action in Housing, just call the office manager on

0141 353 2220 or email home@paih.org
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QuickMail 

QuickMail is a regular email bulletin of news, jobs, events and training aimed

at workers and volunteers within the voluntary sector, black & minority ethnic,

refugee and new migrant organisations, equality organisations and social

housing providers. 

Our list of subscribers currently stands at 29,672, a 15% increase on the

previous year!  This is probably the most socially diverse list in Scotland.

QuickMail is ideal for employers wishing to advertise jobs. It is also excellent

for getting news or events out to a Scotland wide audience. Job adverts cost

£250 each (free to members). Events listings up to 100 words are free to

community and unfunded groups. 

All profits go towards our humanitarian work. You can contribute an item for

the News, Jobs or Events sections of QuickMail. Just email

quickmail@paih.org with your text and invoice details. 

Website and Social Media

Key results

• Website page views: 109,166

• Facebook users reached (via links & posts) approx.: 81,800

• Facebook fans: 1,246 

• Twitter followers: 758 

Positive Action in Housing’s website (www.paih.org) received 16,682 visits

in the last year, with the pages being viewed over 109,166 times.

Approximately 80% of users to the website arrived via a direct address

(such typing www.paih.org, clicking a bookmark or a link in an email), while

around 10% arrived via search engines (the main ones being Google and

Bing). The remaining 10% clicked through to our website from the

websites of housing associations, community organisations and political

parties. 

On our website, visitors can book training courses, access resources, view

our archives and campaigns, download job information packs and support

our work through donations. The Scottish Ethnic Minorities Directory

(http://www.paih.org/directory) allows the public to search their local area

for services they need and obtain contact details which they can print or

share by email. 

The most popular pages on our site are the booking forms for Training ,

Volunteer information packs for those who wish to help directly, and

drop-in surgery times for those who need assistance. Our site is

cross-platform compatible, including mobile devices and tablets, and is

also designed to be accessible to our users with disabilities.

Social media is essential for charities wanting to communicate with their

supporters. We have a very supportive online community, with 1,246 fans

on Facebook http://www.facebook.com/paihltd (compared to 1,077 in

2013). We have 758 followers on Twitter

http://www.twitter.com/PosActionHsg (compared to 488 in 2013).

Social media has helped to send traffic to our website articles and has

proved very useful to our campaigns. In the period 2012-13 we trialled

making small payments to ‘promote’ our Facebook posts - with positive

results: 40,257 users have been reached by these promoted posts.

We would like to thank Robin Gillett of Broccoli Web Design

(www.brocweb.com) for helping us to develop our social media profile and

looking after our website.

Organisational Analysis

Positive Action in Housing is diversely represented at all levels of the

organisation.

This diversity helps us to ensure the needs of service users are addressed

in our projects, services and policy.

Figures as of October 2013
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Membership Analysis

Positive Action in Housing depends upon a diverse and large membership

base. Membership is open to minority ethnic and refugee groups, housing

providers, local authorities, voluntary organisations and individuals who

support Positive Action in Housing’s aims and objectives.

Key results

• Our members contributed 11% of our total income (11% in 2013). 

• The total membership stands at 167 (166 in 2013). A complete list can be

found at the end of this report. 

Membership Benefits Include:

• Free advertising jobs in Quick Mail email newsletter to a diverse subscriber

list of 29,632 + subscribers across Scotland, uK and the rest of Europe.

• Free advice and reviews of policies.

• Access to interpreting and translating facilities.

• Free Scottish Ethnic Minorities Directory, newsletter, annual report and

Multifaith Wallplanner; 

• Big savings on training and sponsorship opportunities; 

• Invitations to events, and the opportunity to stand for, and elect, the

Management Committee at the AGM.

Looking ahead

Membership figures have remained stable. However, in 2015, we aim to

increase membership to 200.

To find out more about becoming a member, and all the benefits, please

email home@paih.org or go to www.paih.org. 

Staying in the news

Over the years, Positive Action in Housing has become renowned for

campaigning tirelessly against inhumane asylum policies. We have utilised

our extensive press contacts as well as disseminated information and

campaigns to over 29,000+ subscribers. 

Throughout the year we kept the media informed about our work and

contributed to TV, radio and newspapers, local and national. In 2014, our

work was highlighted in the following newsprint: 

• The Times (London)

• The Independent (UK)

• Sunday Herald

• Scotland on Sunday

• The Scotsman

• The Herald (Glasgow)

• Evening Times (Glasgow)

• European Union News

We also highlighted campaign issues arising from our work on radio and

TV, including BBC Radio Scotland, STV and BBC. 

Inevitably, our high profile in challenging xenophobia and attacks on

refugee communities has attracted criticism and even hatemail. However,

we will continue to highlight the injustices faced by some of the most

vulnerable and disenfranchised people in society.

See the News Diary at the end of this report for some of the stories

featuring our work.

2014: Our Members by Category

2014: Members by Geographical area
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Where Does Our Money 
Come From?

The Finance Sub Committee oversees all finance and fundraising matters.

Regular fundraising is essential for the charity to provide its services to

those in need. Potential projects must be thoroughly researched and

costed out. Strong monitoring frameworks must be set up and funders

kept regularly informed.

The charity aims to have around six months’ reserves in place. The

combination of diverse income streams and a firm reserves policy has held

us in good stead. The management committee is closely monitoring the

financial position with the Director and fundraising remains a key priority for

the foreseeable future.  

In December 2013, we organised a Christmas appeal to raise donations

via JustGiving, and offer free food supplies and warm clothing for destitute

and homeless asylum seekers and their families. We are grateful to the

many organisations and individuals who gave donations and also came in

to help out. We are also grateful to Ayrshire Friends of Refugees and STAR

Glasgow university who organised regular fundraisers throughout the year

for the Destitution Fund. 

In February 2014, we organized a medical and welfare appeal for burns

victim Baby Mohammad Sudais, an Afghan orphan who lost his parents

and baby brother following a gas explosion in Peshawar, Pakistan. Through

the charity, Baby Mohammad was brought to Glasgow in record time for

life saving plastic surgery at the world renowned Canniesburn unit.

Review of financial systems

Following a thorough review of our financial systems in 2012, we are very

pleased to report that our systems are running well. Measures to prevent

and detect fraud are actively implemented. We believe these measures

strengthen our existing systems and procedures. 

As a growing charity, it is absolutely imperative that robust financial

controls are in place in order to protect the charity’s assets and honour the

trust placed in us by our donors. We are confident that, with the new

financial controls, revised financial projections, internal cost cutting

measures and a rejuvenated fundraising strategy, Positive Action in

Housing Ltd will grow.  

We are fortunate to have a strong finance sub-committee in Philip

Tompkins (Treasurer) and Robert Swinfen, Iona Community. Arnold Black,

a chartered accounted, has also agreed to be co-opted onto the finance

subcommittee. Together they have a strong expertise in the day to day

financial management of charities and accounting/finance.  We do not

under-estimate the challenges ahead.

(A complete list of our members and everyone else who supported our

work is at the end of this report).

Income 2014
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Detailed Income and Expenditure Account
for the Year Ended 31 March 2014

Income 2014 2013

£ £ £ £

Voluntary Income

General donations £207,997 £218,053 

Scottish Government £96,633 £96,633 

Baby Mohammad Appeal £19,546 £ -   

£324,176 £314,686 

Activities for generating funds

Wallplanner £7,979 £11,388 

Annual report £10,828 £13,806 

Directory £3,879 £9,740 

Quickmail £1,480 £1,440 

Boardroom hire £1,980 £2,254 

ebay Sales £ -   £85 

£26,146 £38,713 

Investment Income

Interest £186 £184 

£186 £184 

Income from charitable activities

Affiliations £48,686 £46,235 

Training £23,347 £16,580 

£72,033 £62,815 

Other incoming resources

Gift Aid £5,010 £6,897 

£5,010 £6,897 

Total income £427,551 £423,295 

Total Expenditure -£428,801 -£427,234 

Net Deficit for year -£     1,250 -£     3,939 
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Schedule of Expenditure for the Year Ended 31 March 2014

Expenditure 2014 2013

Costs of generating voluntary income

Fundraising team £2,529 £ -   

£2,529 £ -   

Charitable activities

Grants payable

Hardship fund £34,060 £24,672 

Baby M Appeal £693 £-   

General donations £1,000 £300 

Human rights award £2,000 £-   

£37,753 £24,972 

Staff costs

Wages £264,316 £257,125 

Employer’s NI contributions £22,845 £21,475 

Employer’s Pension Costs £14,374 £7,613 

£301,535 £286,213 

Projects and activities costs

Food bank £656 £-   

Free bus passes £570 £-   

£1,226 £-   

Premises costs

Rent, rates and insurance £31,665 £30,176 

Heat, Light and Cleaning £4,048 £3,449 

£35,713 £33,625 

Running costs

Printing and promotional costs £5,760 £13,896 

Telephone £4,807 £4,606 

IT Costs £8,168 £6,632 

Leasing costs £6,199 £6,091 

Stationery and office equipment £1,380 £3,365 

Postage £1,435 £1,003 

Meeting costs £1,791 £1,945 

General expenses £2,274 £2,085 

Repairs and maintenance £4,101 £2,405 

Subscriptions £1,492 £651 

Training costs £1,379 £6,630 

£38,786 £49,309 

Motoring and travel costs

Travelling & subsistence £668 £986 

£668 £986 

Legal and professional costs

Legal and professional £173 £20,642 

£173 £20,642 

Finance costs

Bank charges £34 £13 

£34 £13 

Depreciation and Gains/Losses

Depreciation on fixtures & fittings £599 £735 

Depreciation on computer equipment £1,299 £2,539 

£1,898 £3,274 

Total of charitable activity expenditure £417,783 £419,034 

Governance costs

Audit £7,561 £7,068 

AGM & Trustee meetings £928 £1,132 

£8,489 £8,200 

Total expenditure £428,804 £427,234 
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Management Committee, 
Staff & Volunteers

Management Committee

Chair: Dr Chris Robinson

Vice-chair: Najimee Parveen 

Company Secretary: Linda Brown

Treasurer: Philip Tompkins

Arnold Black, Edward Isaacs, Ghzala Khan, Jelina Berlow-Rahman, John

McShane, Mohammad Asif, Rani Dhanda, Robert Swinfen, Tom Harrigan

MBE

Staff members:

Director: Robina Qureshi

Office Manager: Razgar Hassan

Projects Manager: Sraboni Bhattacharya

Destitution

Senior Caseworker: Sunny Singh

Caseworker: Christopher Ho

Money Skills

Money skills Advisers: Charles Gichago

Mary Chau

Marina Belakurov

New Migrants 

Project Leader: Iain Chisholm 

Outreach Worker: Lia Dmitrieva

Sessional workers: Diana Indreiu

Roxana Dragomir

Training Officer: Vacant

Cleaner Lin Ying Mack

Volunteers: Aimee Pomare

Anuradha Roy

Busani Dabudabu

Shabana Mahmood

Tannu Rajput

Eira Fallen

Charlotte Atta

Andrew Bradley

Beth Conway

Frances Marie Wild

Kathy McNeil

Lauren O’Rourke

Linda Monteith

Sophie McLeish

Susan Hancock
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Susan Hancock, Volunteer
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Management Committee 2014

Arnold Black is a Chartered Accountant

with over 35 years’ experience and was

Managing Partner in Alexander Sloan, a

firm of Chartered Accountants with

offices in Glasgow and Edinburgh.

Arnold dealt with many different types of

clients, including charities and housing

associations. Arnold was responsible for

the recruitment, training and

development of all staff, which covered

technical issues and soft skills. Since

retiring from full-time work a couple of

years ago, he now acts for a number of

clients, including charities, in a personal capacity. Arnold has also carried out

voluntary work, serving as a charity trustee and on the board of directors of

companies, including Scottish Athletics. Arnold is a member of the finance

subcommittee, having recently been co-opted to the management

committee. His interests include travel, football and athletics, where he is an

adviser to the selection committee. Arnold also runs the website

www.scotstats.net and has published books on the sport.

Dr Chris Robinson is Co-ordinator of

Protection through Partnership based at

CELCIS (Centre for Excellence for

Looked After Children in Scotland)

university of Strathclyde. The

programme is funded by the Scottish

Government to prevent suicide and

respond to self-harm by looked after

children. Chris trained as a social worker

and has worked with children and

families in West Ham and Brixton in

London before returning to Scotland to

work for Barnardos in Falkirk. Chris was

manager of the Glasgow Child Sexual Abuse unit. At Glasgow Caledonian

university she lectured and also did research with colleagues into the

experiences of Black and Minority Ethnic students.  She joined the Social

Work Inspectorate of the Scottish Government and worked with the team

for five years. In 2013 Chris was appointed as child protection consultant to

social work services on Ascension Island. Chris has published work on

research with the Open university and practice guidance for social work on

chronologies, the End of Life Care for Children (with Children’s Hospice

Scotland) and Suicide Prevention for Children (with Choose Life, NHS

Scotland and LGBT Youth Scotland).Chris was appointed Chair of Positive

Action in Housing in 2013 and keeps a firm hold on all passionate debate and

the  overall agenda for discussion!

Edward Isaacs is an experienced

commercial property practitioner, with

genuine expertise across a wide range

of property sectors. His recent

experience includes the purchase and

disposal of real estate assets as well as

portfolio security work. Edward acts for

a range of real estate clients as well as

all of the major clearing banks. He is

also experienced in the disposal of

commercial property for Insolvency

Practitioners. Edward was President of the Glasgow Jewish Representative

Council from 2010-2013 and has been involved in community work for the

Representative Council and for other charitable organisations for over thirty

years. This has given him a knowledge and understanding of how small

Charities operate and the problems they face on a day to day basis. He is

also an elected delegate to the Board of Deputies of British Jews. All of

Edward’s grandparents were granted asylum in this country.This fact,

which is not uncommon in his peer group in the Jewish Community, has

imbued him with a genuine interest in the welfare of asylum seekers.

Edward is married and has three children. He enjoys most sports,

particularly football and golf.

Ghzala Khan is the Chair of Positive

Action in Housing’s personnel

subcommittee. She has nearly 10 years’

experience of working with Minority

Ethnic communities in the West of

Scotland and works towards reducing

barriers and promoting good relations

between individuals through her work

with both private and public sector

organisations. Her work has included

employment, development and capacity

building for all minority ethnic

communities. This has been achieved

through promoting intercultural dialogue, bridging the gap between service

providers and users, championing volunteers from communities to make a

change and also positive steps to encourage communities accessing

Scottish history/culture and its environment. Promoting equal opportunities

is central to her work. Ghzala currently works for West of Scotland Regional

Equality Council as a Projects Manager. Ghzala is a keen reader and enjoys

spending her spare time socialising with friends and family. She also has a

interest in psychology, travelling and engaging in intercultural dialogue. Those

that know Ghzala well will appreciate her love of her cats and her dream is

to one day open a rescue centre!
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Linda Brown has been active in

anti-poverty and anti-racist campaigns

for over 30 years.  She represented the

Labour Party Young Socialist on the

National Executive of the Labour Party

for two years and was the first black

person to be elected to this position.

She has worked as a parliamentary

researcher, hairdresser and for

Women’s Aid.  She currently works for

the mental health charity Health in Mind

where she is the Manager of Support

Services. She also manages a service

that supports survivors of childhood sexual abuse. Linda is active in her

union, unite, and represents black members and charity sector workers on

regional and national committees.   Linda has been a member of the

Management Committee since 1995. As Company Secretary, her

contribution over the years has been immense. 

Jelina Berlow-Rahman is a Solicitor by

profession and has run her own firm for

over four years. In 2009, her firm won

the Trading Places Awards – a national

award honouring men and women who

are turning their lives around by

choosing to start up a business. In

2008, Jelina was named as one of the

30 under 30 promising lawyers in

Scotland. Jelina has an active history in

handling asylum and immigration

cases, and co-ordinated the Chhokhar

Family Justice Campaign. 

John McShane has extensive

experience within social housing. John

has previously worked for Glasgow City

Council and South Lanarkshire  Council.

John joined his current employer,

Cadder Housing Association in 1999

and holds the position of Housing

Services Manager. John also works

closely with PAiH through a business

arrangement between Cadder HA and

PAiH, which has resulted in a number of

PAiH clients being re-housed by Cadder

HA over the years. In his spare time.

John enjoys reading, music and Partick

Thistle.

Najimee Parveen has been the Director

of PATH (Scotland) since 1999, an

organisation which aims to address the

underrepresentation of Black and

Minority Ethnic Communities in Housing

and related sectors. Prior to this,

Najimee was Policy and Campaigns

Officer with the Commission for Racial

Equality in Scotland. Najimee’s

background is in Education and she

spent 9 years teaching and lecturing in Primary Education, Further Education

and Higher Education. Najimee has held various Office Bearer positions on

the Committee of Positive Action in Housing and is currently vice chair. Her

expertise and understanding of running a charity has held Positive Action in

Housing in good stead over the years. Najimee’s other passions are animal

welfare, news and current affairs and trying to keep fit!

Mohammad Asif is originally from

Afghanistan, and came to Scotland as a

refugee in 2001. Previously, he studied

Communications at Nangarhar

university in Jalalabad, and then later at

the International Islamic university in

Malaysia. He co-founded the Glasgow

Refugees Action Group. Later, he

founded the Scottish Afghan Society.

From 2003 to 2006, he was employed

as a Student Adviser by Anniesland

College. In 2007 Asif worked for the uK

Justice Ministry as an Interpreter for

Asylum and Immigration tribunal. In 2009 he worked as a Specialist Cultural

Advisor on Afghanistan to the uK Defence Academy. From 2011-2013, he

was appointed as an Accredited Cultural Advisor to the Afghan Ministry of

Interior. Asif is married with five children. He loves football, swimming and

keeping fit.  

Phillip Tompkins is a qualified

Management Accountant (CIMA) and

has more than 20 years’ experience in

the social housing sector. He currently

works for Visit Scotland. Phillip has

been on the committee of Positive

Action in Housing for 17 years and has

been instrumental in ensuring the

organisation has a strong financial

management strategy and a diverse

portfolio of funders to ensure its long

term autonomy. Philip is married with

three children. He enjoys family time,

reading and travel.

Rani Dhanda is an academic and for

two decades has taught and

researched social justice issues in

colleges and universities in Glasgow.

She has also researched different

inequalities commissioned by EOC and

PATH, and oral history projects

commissioned by Heritage Association.

Rani is currently working on community

participation project and has set up a

research network in a neighbourhood in

Glasgow; she is also a candidate for

research doctorate at the university of

Bath.
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Tom Harrigan MBE is the Co-founder

and Trustee of uK Friends of unique

Home (Punjab), a charity set up to raise

funds to support a new Home for

abandoned girls in Jalandhar. Punjab.

For several years, he has personally

sponsored children in India, Pakistan,

South Africa and the uK. Prior to his

retirement in 2005 as Acting Chief

Inspector after 30 years with Strathclyde

Police, Tom held the position of Force

Race Relations Co-ordinator.

Immediately upon retirement he took up

the post of Inter-Faith Liaison Officer with Glasgow City Council. Tom is also

on the ‘Board’ of Glasgow the Caring City which has many projects across

the world, and a member of the Chartered Management Institute. He has

been instrumental in building constructive relations between Positive Action

in Housing and Police Scotland and has offered sound advice during times

of high sensitivity. Tom is passionate about his family (nuclear and extended)

and spends as much time as he possibly can with them. Tom enjoys

‘tinkering’ in the garden or doing the odd domestic DIY project no matter

how large or small. He also enjoys meeting people.

Robert Swinfen qualified as a Chartered

Accountant in 1988 and has now spent

25 years working in finance and

management roles in the charity sector.

He has worked with charities involved

with ex-offenders and prison reform,

community care for adults with mental

health problems and learning difficulties,

international development, and

homelessness. He is currently Support

Services Manager for The Iona

Community which is a dispersed

Christian ecumenical community

working for peace and social justice, rebuilding of community and the renewal

of worship. Robert is also a Member of The Iona Community, which involves

an active commitment to work for justice and peace in a variety of ways.

Robert spends a fair amount of time on Right To Remain (NCADC) committee

business, and also has commitments at his church and with The Iona

Community. He enjoys spending time with his family and at home. Robert is

passionate about social justice, environmental sustainability, and living out

the Christian faith as I understand it, and as expressed in the Rule of The

Iona Community.

Our Members 2014

Aberdeenshire Council, Albyn Housing Society, Antonine Housing

Association, Ardenglen Housing Association, Arklet HA, Ayrshire Housing,

Barony Housing Association, Bridgewater Housing Association, Cadder HA,

Cairn HA, Cairn Housing Association, Caledonia Housing Association, Care

and Repair Scotland, Cassiltoun Housing Association, Castlemilk Law &

Money Advice Centre, Cernach HA, Chartered Institute of Housing, Child

Poverty Action Group in Scotland, City of Glasgow College,

Clackmannanshire Council, Coalition for Racial Equality and Rights, Craigdale

Housing Association, Diana Award, Dunbritton Housing Association, East

Dunbartonshire Council, Edinburgh & Lothians Regional Equality Council,

Elderpark Housing Association, Employers in Voluntary Housing, Forgewood

Housing Co-op, Garrion Peoples Housing Co-Operative, Glasgow Centre for

Inclusive Living, Glasgow Council for Voluntary Sector, Glasgow ESOL

Forum, Glasgow HA, Glasgow Homelessness Network, Glasgow Jewish

Representative Council, Glasgow Kelvin College, Glen Housing Association,

Glen Oaks Housing Association, Greater Pollock Citizens Advice Bureau,

Greater Pollok Integration Network, Health in Mind, Hebridean Housing

Partnership Ltd, Hemat Gryffe Womens Aid, Home Scotland, Horizon

Housing Association, Inverclyde Council, J R Rahman & Co., John Wheatley

College, Kendoon Housing Association Limited, KEY Community Supports,

Key Housing, Kingdom Housing Association, Kingsridge Cleddans Housing

Association, Lanarkshire Housing Association, Latta & Co. Solicitors, Link

Group, Lister Housing Co-operative Ltd, Livingston Brown Solicitors,

Lochaber Housing Association Ltd., Loreburn HA, Loretto Housing

Association, Maryhill HA, Media Co-op, Moray Council, Muirhouse Housing

Association Ltd, Musicians union, Neish Training, N G Homes, Oak Tree

Housing Association, Ore Valley Housing Association, Parkhead Housing

Association, Partick Housing Association, PATH Scotland, Pentland Housing

Association, Perth & Kinross Council, Pineview HA, Port of Leith Housing

Association, Prospect Community housing, Protecting Children Through

Partnership, Provanhall Housing Association, Queens Cross HA,

Renfrewshire Council, Royston Stress Centre/Lifelink, Scotland Against

Criminalising Communities, Scottish Afghan Community, Scottish Ambulance

Service, Scottish Detainee Visitors, Scottish Refugee Council, Scottish

Veterans Residences, Southside Housing Association, Stirling Council, TC

Young & Co., The Iona Community, Turning Point scotland, uK Friends of

unique Home (Punjab), unison East Ayrshire, unison Scotland, unite

Housing Associations Branch, unite the union, unite the union Housing

Associations Branch, university of Bath, West Lothian Council, West of

Scotland Regional Equality Council, Wheatley Housing Group, WIFTRA,

Akram Tahir, Andy Egan, Angela Collins, Arnold Black, Arnold Black, Ashok

Sehgal, Azmina Scott Ali, Bob Thomson, Carol Cairney, Chris Oswald,

Christopher Homfray, David Mclachlan, Donna McDowell, Eddie, Elinor Kelly,

Euan Girvan, Furrah Arshad, Hoy, Seonad, Iain and Isabel Whyte, Irshad

Malik, Janat Begum, Jaskooner Singh, Jasminder Kaur, John Purvis, Kay

Goodall, Kofi Tordzro, Liz Lawrence, Mich Mi Collins, Morayo Scanlan, Ms

Jocelyne Cherkaoui, Nick Ronan, Nusrat Tahir, Pat Bracken, Paula

Benhaddad, Pauline usher-Purves, Philip Tompkins, Raymond Gerard, Roti

Scanlan, Rukhsana Akhtar, Sarbjit Kaur, Selma Rahman, Shabir Akhtar,

Shamshad Akhtar, Sheila Arthur, Teresa Staniewicz, Tisha Shaw, Vicky

Grandon, Vit Novotny, Wendy Blazyca, Wilson, Lorna, Zarina Majid.
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Heartfelt thanks

To the following individuals and organisations who actively supported our

humanitarian work during the past year and made a difference to the lives of

many vulnerable individuals:

58 organisations who gave grants or donations: Al Meezan, Cadder

Parish Church of Scotland (Social Committee), Cassiltoun HA, Community

Central Halls, Dinning Charitable Trust, Educational Institute of Scotland,

Educational Institute of Scotland - Dumfries and Galloway, Educational

Institute of Scotland - East Dunbartonshire Local Association, Educational

Institute of Scotland - EIS Midlothian Local Association, Educational Institute

of Scotland - Fife Local Association, Educational Institute of Scotland -

Glasgow Local Association, Educational Institute of Scotland - Inverclyde

Local Association, Educational Institute of Scotland (Aberdeenshire Local

association), Esterson Trust, FMD Financial Services, Friends of Refugees

Ayrshire, GHA Ltd, Glasgow Academy, Glasgow Academy Preparatory

School, Glasgow City Council, Glasgow Quaker Meeting, Glasgow unitarian

Church, GMB - Britain’s General union, GMB Scotland, Goldberg Family

Charitable Trust, Gunter charitable Trust, Iona Community, Iona Community

Central Family group, Iona Community West, JTH Charitable Trust, Lord

Provosts Goodwill fund, Margaret Murdoch Charitable Trust, Maryhill HA,

Methodist Church Fund For Human Need, Migrants Resource Centre, Miss

K M Harbison’s Charitable Trust, Mull and Iona Family Group, NG Homes,

Oak Foundation, Persula Foundation , Santander (Charitable Giving),

Scotland Against Criminalising Communities, Scottish Sadaqa Foundation,

Sheikh Abdullah Foundation, South East Integration Grant, Southside HA,

St Martins In The field Vicars Relief Fund, St Mary’s Church, St Mary’s Church

Bridge of Weir, Tudor Trust, unison Glasgow City Branch, unison South

Lanarkshire, unite NHS Lothian Branch, unite Scottish Regional accounts,

unite the union (Strathclyde university branch), Voluntary Action Fund,

Waitrose Limited, Wholefood Collection Green City donation.

244 individuals and 796 anonymous donors who organised workplace

collections, charity events or gave a donation to our work: Penelope

Stone, Louise Scott, Katherine Arnott, Paul Mansell, Fearchar Macillfhinnein,

John Petrie, Emma Clifford, Agnes Creaney, LM Hendry, Andrew Winter,

Shabana Basheer, Naomi Junnor, Greig Forbes, Linda Devlin, Edith Facenna,

Pauline Neilly, A & F Watson, Abby Boultbee, Abdah Javaid, Abida Cathcart,

Alan Mackay, Alan Wilkie , Alexandra Mary, Alexis Cran, Alicja Jaskiewicz,

Alicja Zalesinska, Alyson Macdonald, Andrew Colin, Andrew E Price & Angela

Price, Andrew Ogilvie Robertson, Andrew Winter, Aneela McKenna, Angela

Ford, Angus Hardie, Anne Brough, Anne Meikle, Anthony Grahame, Aqeel

Ajazi, Arthur West, Azra Qayyum, Bill Scott, Brian Young, Burns, C & F Hume,

Calum Lindsay, Cara Mccafferty, Carol Gilchrist, Carol Hayden, Charlotte

Macdonald, Chloe Clemmons, Christina McKelvie MSP, Christine Cooper,

Claire Edwards, Craig Hogg, Dale K Meller, David Maguire, Debbie White,

Deborah Cowan, Denise Miller, Doctor Hook, Doreen Hollywood, Dr Andrew

Johnson, Dr Josephine A Haythornwaite, Dr Layla Alroomi, Dr Phil & M

Robinson, Dr Robin J Waterson & Ms P Brunt, Edith Facenna, Eilidh Turnbull,

Elise Caroline Marshall, Elizabeth Anne Bonnar, Elizabeth Lawrence, Ellen

Crawford, Emily Wheeler, F Graham, Fearchar Macillfhinnein , Fiona M

Mowat, Frances Corr, Fraser Smith, G & F Farrell, G M Wilson, Gareth Harper,

Gary Mclean Quin, George Paxton, Geraldine Mogan, Gerrard Loughery,

Gerry Smalley, Gordon Leggate, Grace Buckley, Graeme & Heather Pagan,

Greg Philo, H & F McLeod, Hailey Revill, Helen Beaton, Helen Carson, Helen

Jean Mackenzie, Helen Miller, Hilary Cornish, Hilary Emma Crawshaw, Houra

Qadir, I Smith & J Forrest, Iain Craik, Iain Radcliffe, Isobel Lindsay, Isobel

Stainsby, J & A Stevenson, J Haston, Jane Blair, Jane Pennington, Janet

Andrews, Jaskooner Singh, Jean Oliver, Jean urquhart, Jenifer Ross, Jennifer

Dawson, Jenny Svanberg, John Henry Atkinson Gerrard, John Porter, John

Stewart, John Stocks, John Wylie, Joyce Butchart, Julia Maclennan, Julie

Christie, Julie Harrigan, Karina Mcintosh, Katja M Frimberger, Kenneth Boyd,

Kerris Horne, Khadija Sattar, Kirstie Mclean, Labiba Ghafur, Laura Mustian

Byre Books, Lesley McNab, Lin Zuyin, Lorna M Fitzsimons, Lorraine Douglas,

Louisa Silverside, M H Inglis, M Scott, M T Dominguez, Mae Shaw, Magnus

Duncan Linklater, Malcolm Chisholm MSP , Manish & Abigail Joshi,

Marc-John Brown, Margaret Ann Milston, Margaret Sweeney, Margaret

Woods, Marie Doolan, Marie Gallagher, Marion Hersh, Mary Murton, Maureen

C Waugh, Miss J M Dawson, Miss J S Noltingk, Mohammad Shad, Moira

Cuthbertson, Moira Walker Murray, Morag Sievwright, Mr Akhtar, Mr D & Mrs

Catherine Silla’s, Mr Paul & Mrs B A Littlewood, Mr R Hine And Mrs A D Hine,

Mr Sam Miller & Ms R H Smith, Mr Shaw & Ms Olive Shaw, Mrs Donnelly, Mrs

I M Fisher, Mrs Juliet A Hedges, Mrs Kay’s Ltd, Mrs P & Mr W J Dav, Ms

Cook, Ms Inglis, Ms Sam Reeves & Mr Banks, Ms Wilson, Mui Li, N Walter,

Nadia Farooq, Nadir Ali, Najimee Parveen, Najma Latif, Naomi Junnor,

Nasreen Aksi, Neil Anderson, Neil Fraser, Neil Paynter, Neil Rothnie, Nicholas

James Wright, Nuala Watt, Oonagh O’Brien, P J Mackinnon & Mrs C

Mackinnon, P M Challis, P.A. Bryden, Pamela Currie, Patricia Bryden, Paul

Burke, Peter And Jean Arthur, R Quinn, Rachel Fawthrop, Rachel Jury & Dee

Heddon, Rani Dhanda, Rev Joyce Yendole, Rev Peter D Thomson MA BD,

Reverend Iain Whyte, Richie Cumming, Rida Noor, Riffit Khan, Rob Hoon,

Robert Doris & J Roy, Robert Welsh, Robin & Charlotte Rice, Rose M Drew,

Ruairi McMurray, Ruth Farquharson, Ruth Newman, S C Hare, Sabha Qadir

Qureshi, Sally Beaumont, Samera Yasin, Sandra Knight, Shabana Basheer,

Shamin Ahsan, Sharmili Lama, Sheila Munro, Shona Stephen, Sister Patricia

Hoey, Star Glasgow, Stef Smith, Stephen Smellie, Steve Malloch, Steven

McCluskey, Sue Gutteridge, Suki Sangha, Susan Hancock, Sylvia Crick,

Tabish Ahmed, Tam Dean Burns, Teresa McManus, Thomas Gorman,

Thomson, Tom Harrigan, university Of Edinburgh Paul Laverty, Vanessa Hill,

Wael Shawish, William Kelly, Zoe Michel And 796 Anonymous Individuals.

The 6 volunteers who regularly provide free shelter in their homes to

destitute asylum seekers: Mary Child, Edith Facenna, Alison Swinfen, Julie

Manley, Jo Haythorthwaite and Rachael Smith.

The following agencies/organisations who supported our work by

agreeing referral /nomination agreement to help rehouse our service

users: Bellsmyre Housing Association, Cadder Housing Association,

Milnbank Housing Association, 

The following organisations who helped us assist those in greatest

need: 

Ardenglen Housing Association, Arklet Housing Association, Asylum Support

Appeals Project, Bellsmyre Housing Association, Bridges Programme,

Bridging the Gap, British Red Cross, Cadder Housing Association, Castlemilk

Community Church, Castlemilk Law and Money Advice Centre, CELCIS,

Central Mosque, Chartered Institute Of Housing, Child Poverty Action Group,

Citizens Advice Direct, City of Glasgow College, City Of Glasgow

College-ESOL dept., City Of Glasgow Society of Social Service, Citywide

Area Delivery Group, Community Infosource, CRER, Cross roads,

Crossroads Youth Community Association, Energy Action Scotland, Energy

Saving Trust, Equality Network-Intersectional Projects, GCC Community

Safety Services, Glasgow, Glasgow Action Group, Glasgow City Council,

Glasgow City Mission, Glasgow Clyde College- School for Continuing

Learning, Glasgow Community and Safety Services, Glasgow Destitution

Network, Glasgow Destitution Network- Night Shelter, Glasgow Life,

Glasgow Regeneration Agency, Glasgow Westend Vineyard-Storehouse,

Glasgow Women’s Aid, Govan and Craigton Integration Network, Govan
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Housing Association, Govanhill Housing Association, Govanhill Law Centre,

Grand Central Savings, Greater Pollok CAB, Greater Pollok Integration

Network, Hemat Gryffe, Hemat Gryffe Women’s Aid, Home Energy Scotland,

Homeless Action Scotland, Intersectional Project, JobCentre Plus, JR

Rehman Solicitors, Langside College-ESOL dept., Legal Services Agency,

Legal Services Agency-Women and Young Persons Department, Lifelink,

Link Group, Link Housing Association Ltd, Maryhill and Possilpark CAB

–Equalities Project, Maryhill CAB, Maryhill CAB –Refugee Project, Medical

Foundation, Money Advice Scotland, Money Advice Trust, Money Matters,

Money MattersGovan, NG Homes, Orchard and Shipman, Police Scotland,

Queens Cross Housing Association, Refugee Survival Trust, Remploy,

Sanctuary Housing Association, Scotcash, Scots Together, Scottish Detainee

Visitors, Scottish Refugee Council, See Change, Sheila Mckechnie

Foundation, Shelter Scotland, Social work department, South East

Integration Network, Southseeds, St Martin in the Fields, St Martins In the

Field, Storehouse Anniesland, The Bridges Programmes, The City Of

Glasgow Society of Social Service, The Gillian Diamond Trust, The Poverty

Alliance, The Well Multicultural Centre, The Wise Group-Energy Saving

Scotland Advice Centre, unity Centre, Warm and Dry Project-West Of

Scotland Regional Equality Council, Wayside Day Care Centre, Well

Multicultural Advice Centre, West of Scotland Regional Equality Council,

WestGap, Wheatley Group.

146 organisations who took up advertising or bought publications:

Aberdeenshire housing Partnership, Addaction, Advice Direct scotland,

Amina the Muslim Women’s Resource Centre, Angus Council, Arklet Housing

Association, Ash Scotland, ASRA, Ayrshire Housing, Banff & Buchan Citizens

Advice Bureau, Barony Housing Association, BBC Public Service,

Berwickshire Housing Association, Bill Kidd MSP, Blackwell Retail Ltd,

Bridges Programme, British Red Cross, Cadder Housing Association,

Caledonia Housing Association, Care Inspectorate, Central Scotland REC,

Church of St John the Evangelist, CIH scotland, City of Glasgow College,

Clackmannanshire Council, Clydebank Women’s Aid, Clydesdale HA,

Consumer focus, Crown Office and Procurator Fiscal Service, Culture &

Sports , Culture Sparks, Dalmuir Park HA, Drummond Miller Solicitors, DTA

Scotland, Dunbritton Housing Association, Dundee City Council, East

Ayrshire Council, Easterhouse CAB, Edinburgh Mela, EIS Glasgow LA,

Elderpark HA, Elpis Centre Core Service, Enable, Faith in Community, Faith

in Older People, Families Need Fathers, Festival of Spirituality, Forestry

Commission (FE Scotland), Forth Valley Migrant Support Network, Frank

Irvine solicitors, GCIN, GCVS , Glasgow Association of Mental Health Ltd,

Glasgow Centre for Inclusive Living, Glasgow City Council, Glasgow

Community Safety, Glasgow HA, Glen HA, Global Language services Ltd,

GMB - Britain’s General union, GMB Scotland, Govanhill HA, Greater Pollok

CAB, Hanover Scotland HA , Health & Social care Alliance Ltd, Hebridean

Housing, Hemat Gryffe women’s aid, HIV Scotland, Includem, Independent

Advocacy, Irvine Housing Association, John Wheatley College, Keith Vaz MP,

Kendoon Housing Association, Key Housing Association, Kingdom Housing

Association, Lanark Rape Crisis Centre, Lifelink, Link Group Ltd, Linknet

Mentoring, Loch Lomond & Trossach National Park, Loreburn Housing

Association, Loretto Housing Association, Mandy Littlewood Social Research

& Consultancy, Manuel Bravo Project, Michael Connarty MP, Michael Munnik,

Centre of Islamic Studies Edinburgh  , Michelle Gunn, Milan Senior welfare

council, Musicians union, Nari Kallyan Shango, NG Homes, NHS DuMFRIES

& GALLOWAY, NHS GGC, NHS Lanarkshire, NHS24, North Glasgow

College, North Glasgow Community Food Initiative, North Lanarkshire

Council, Ocean Youth Trust, One Parent Families Scotland, Ore Valley

Housing Association, Parkhead Housing Association, Partners in Advocacy,

People First, Port of Leith Housing Association, Poverty Alliance, Prostate

Cancer uK, Queens Cross HA, Rape Crisis Centre, Residents Association

forum (Western Isles), RNIB, Rosehill Housing Co-operative, Rosemount

Development Trust, SAY Women, Scotland’s Children Commissioner,

Scottish Association for Mental Health, Scottish Community Alliance, Scottish

Community Development Centre, Scottish Fair Trade Association, Scottish

Federation of Housing Associations, Scottish Government, Scottish

Parliament, Scottish Police Authority, Scottish Refugee Council, Scottish

Youth Parliament, Shelter, South lanarkshire council, South Seeds, Southside

Housing Association, Stills Ltd  , The Co-operative, The Marie Trust, The

Police Community Clubs Great Britain, Turning Point (Glasgow Drug Crisis

Centre), unison Scotland, unite 7/151 Branch, unite Scottish Regional

accounts, unite the union, universal Comedy Ltd, university of Edinburgh,

university of Strathclyde, Voluntary Action Fund, Volunteer Centre, West

dunbartonshire Council, West of Scotland HA, 

54 organisations who sent staff or committee members on training

courses run by us: Bield Housing Association, Caledonia Housing

Association, City of Glasgow College, Clydebank Women’s Aid, Community

Safety G, Drumchapel Money Advice Centre, Dundee City Council, Dunedin

Canmore, East Lothian Council, East Lothian Housing Association,

Easterhouse Housing Regeneration Alliance, Edinburgh City Council,

Edinburgh Women’s Rape & Sexual Abuse Centre, Equality Plus, ESOL

Forum, Glasgow Access Panel, Glasgow City Council, Glasgow Council on

Alcohol, Glasgow ESOL, Glasgow ESOL Forum, Hemat gryffe women’s aid,

Interfaith Scotland, Irvine Housing Association, Isaro Social Integration  , Jobs

& Business Glasgow, Link Group Ltd, Loretto Care, Midlothian Council, NHS

GGC, North Glasgow College, Parkhead Housing Association, Port of Leith

Housing Association, Quarriers, Rape Crisis Scotland, RNIB, Sanctuary

Group, Sanctuary Housing Association, Scottish Consortium for Learning

Disability, Scottish Episcopal church, Scottish Women’s Aid, Shelter, Shire

Housing Association, South Seeds, Streetwork uK Ltd, The Skills

Development agency, The STAR Project, The Wheatley Group, Thenew

Housing Association, Viewpoint Housing Association, Waverley House, West

Dumbartonshire Council, West Lothian Council, Yvonne Robinson, YWCA

Scotland.

10 organisations who hired our boardroom: Child Poverty Action Group,

Community Infosource, East Ayrshire Council, Glasgow Disability Alliance,

North Ayrshire Council, Outside the Box, Passage from India, Rape Crisis

Centre, Scottish Women’s Aid, Volunteer Centre.
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News Diary

The Independent

August 30, 2013 Friday 4:47 PM GMT

Scottish politicians attack ‘going home’ immigration posters as

‘shameful’;

A charity has also labelled the Home Office posters displayed in

reporting centres ‘racist’

The Home office has been heavily criticised by Scottish politicians and civil

society groups for a series of posters placed in immigration reporting centres

last month that encourage immigrants to “ask about going home”. The

adverts, which have been on display at reporting centres in Glasgow and

Hounslow in West London and offer to book immigrants flights back to their

native countries, have been described by MSPs as “shameful”, the Guardian

reports. The Home Office said the posters were designed as part of a

campaign to provide those who cannot stay in Britain with “sensitive advice

and assistance to help them return home with dignity”. Positive Action in

Housing, a Glasgow-based charity which works with asylum seekers, said

the posters were “shameful and deeply offensive”. 

Many of those attending the two immigration reporting centres in which the

posters are displayed are people applying for asylum and migrant workers

with questions about their visas. Besides traditional posters which display

the message “Is life here hard? Going home is simple,” the campaign

includes signs on chairs in the waiting area that read, “Ask about going

home”. An aeroplane-shaped poster suspended from the ceiling says, “Let

us help you go home.” 

Sandra White, the Scottish National Party MSP for Glasgow Kelvin and a

member of the Scottish parliament’s cross-party group on asylum seekers

told the newspaper, “Very many asylum seekers are fleeing for their lives,

escaping violence and persecution. “To be greeted with posters urging them

to return to the countries they have just fled is totally inappropriate and

appalling. “In my view the campaign borders on the racist. The posters are

in an area where most people who go there are African or Asian and to my

mind they are there to put fear into people.” Ms White added that the posters

should be removed “as soon as possible”. 

Ken MacIntosh, Labour MSP for Eastwood, said, “I think the whole ‘go

home’ campaign has been damaging, and this latest campaign certainly

seems to reflect the same sentiment. “It is a shameful attempt to whip up

anti-immigration feeling.” 

Robina Qureshi, director of Positive Action in Housing told the BBC, “As we

all should know, ‘go home’ is a well-known racist taunt that has been used

for decades in this country by fascists and racists against those of us from

immigrant communities. “That a government agency should decide to take

up the same racist and xenophobic refrain while processing would-be

refugees to this country, is shameful and deeply offensive.” 

An SNP MSP is writing today to Theresa May, the Home Secretary

demanding the poster campaign be stopped immediately. James Dornan,

representing Glasgow Cathcart, said, “I am writing to Theresa May to find

out if she thinks this type of manipulative messaging to people in very difficult

situations is appropriate or not. Did she authorise this campaign? And if not,

does she approve of it? And will she commit to ending the use of this

inflammatory language immediately? “There is no room for this type of

abhorrent xenophobic campaign which will only serve to make already

vulnerable people feel unwelcome and fans the flames of racial bigotry. “The

Home Office has absolutely no idea about how modern Scotland treats

vulnerable people - regardless of where they are from. Their campaign [at

the uK Border Agency centre in Glasgow] must stop immediately.” The MSP

has also put down a motion in the Scottish parliament calling for an end to

the campaign and calling for Scotland to “have a humane asylum system”. 

In a statement to the BBC, the Scottish government said immigration policy

was currently reserved to the uK government.

A spokesman added: “An independent Scotland will also ensure that we

uphold our long tradition of providing shelter for those fleeing violence and

persecution in their own countries.” 

A Home Office spokeswoman told the broadcaster that the posters were

part of a pilot campaign running at the uKBA in Brand Street, Glasgow, and

Hounslow, west London. She said it was part of a wider policy aimed at

highlighting the range of help and advice available to those not eligible to stay

in Britain to return home voluntarily. The spokeswoman said this was more

cost-effective and less traumatic than forced removals. “Those with no right

to remain in the uK should leave voluntarily. These posters are designed to

ensure people know that we can provide sensitive advice and assistance to

help them return home with dignity. “We also continue to work closely with

community groups who welcome the opportunity for someone who is not

here legally to leave the country of their own accord.” 

This row follows another Home Office publicity campaign which used vans

driven across six London boroughs displaying the slogan, “In the uK illegally?

Go home or face arrest.” Ministers were threatened with legal action from

clients of migrant community groups who claimed that the rhetoric on the

posters breached the government’s duties under equality legislation. 

The Scotsman

August 30, 2013, Friday

Asylum seekers are bombarded with ‘Go home’ messages at official

centre

The uK government has been accused of running an “insidious, cynical and

racist” poster campaign in its Glasgow immigration office in an attempt to

encourage refugees and asylum seekers to go home. 

In a letter to The Scotsman, a senior Kirk minister, the Rev Dr Iain Whyte,

said that asylum seekers attending the immigration office at the Brand Street

Centre in Govan had told him they were being confronted with messages

from the campaign every time they visited. When The Scotsman visited the
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immigration office, stickers were attached to the backs of reception-room

chairs bearing the message: “Ask about going home”, and on the wall was

a large poster depicting a destitute person sleeping under a bridge with the

message: “Is life here hard? Going home is simple.” The posters have

reignited a row that erupted when the Home Office ran a campaign which

saw trucks driven around the streets carrying a poster bearing the legend: “In

the uK illegally? Go home or face arrest.” Dr Whyte said: “The messages are

attached to every chair in the room and on the floor. In the area where asylum

seekers are interviewed, there is apparently a huge image of an aircraft

accompanied by questions about whether they would not be happier to go

home than to endure the life of an asylum seeker here.” Dr Whyte, who has

been involved with many campaigns supporting rights of refugees, said that

the immigration centre posters were completely unacceptable. “To bully

vulnerable people by this poster campaign is an appalling violation of human

rights,” he said. “To do so in an area which is closed to the public is an

insidious, covert act.” Dr Whyte called on the Scottish Government to make

“strong representations” to the Home Office to have them removed. 

Supporting the call, Robina Qureshi, director of Positive Action in Housing,

the refugee homelessness charity, attacked the posters as “not only racist but

offensive”. “‘Go Home’ is what fascists and racists have goaded ethnic

minorities in the uK with for years. The wording also assumes that asylum

seekers have no good reason to be in this country, are after an easy life in the

West and should just turn back.” 

The Rev Sally Foster-Fulton convener of the Church of Scotland’s influential

Church and Society Council, described the campaign as “cynical”. “Asylum

seekers come to this country from situations of untold persecution and fear.

“They have suffered in ways we cannot imagine and come seeking safety. As

global members of the same family, we should be doing all in our power to

provide that support. “It is therefore appalling that they are subject to this

cynical and targeted campaign. The messages on these posters are belittling

of the traumatic circumstances that led them to flee their own country. “They

are unkind and unwelcoming and we should be ashamed of what they stand

for. We are better than that.” 

Responding to the criticism, a Home Office spokesman said: “Those with no

right to remain in the uK should leave voluntarily. These posters are designed

to ensure people know that we can provide sensitive advice and assistance

to help them return home with dignity. “We also continue to work closely with

community groups who welcome the opportunity for someone who is not

here legally to leave the country of their own accord.” 

A Scottish Government spokesman said that immigration was currently a

matter for the uK government, but added: “An independent Scotland will

ensure that we uphold our long tradition of providing shelter for those fleeing

violence and persecution in their own countries.” 

The Glaswegian

September 4, 2013

ASYLUM SEEKER POSTER ANGER; 

Calls to end’racist’campaign ; Asylum seeker poster fury ; From page

one

John Wilkes, of the Scottish Refugee Council, called for the Home Office to

end the campaign. He said: “Asylum seekers who report to the Home Office

have the right to a fair and unbiased decision on their claim for protection

and many will go on to be granted refugee status and protection in the uK.

“using blunt communications to suggest that going home is easy is

insensitive and inappropriate. And it can send the wrong messages to people

about whether their claim will be treated objectively and fairly. “We believe

that the campaign is likely to be ineffective and add our voice to the call to

end it with immediate effect. “Furthermore, the Home Office should publish

the outcomes of this initiative to demonstrate whether it has been effective

or not, particularly in light of the strength of feeling the issue has provoked.”

The campaign is a pilot project being tested at the Border Agency office in

Govan and one in London. It started on July 29 and will run until October 4.

A spokesman for the Home Office said: “It’s an ongoing pilot project and we

will not start assessing it until it is finished. It will be assessed internally and

the details may not be made public.” ACTIVISTS and campaigners have

called for a “racist” poster campaign aimed at asylum seekers to be axed. A

poster at the uK Border Agency office in Govan reads: “Is life here hard?

Going home is simple.” And chairs in the waiting area have stickers saying:

“Ask about going home”. The Home Office say the campaign is aimed at

highlighting the help available to those not eligible to stay in the uK to return

home. But they refused to say whether the campaign is actually working.

And officials said data on whether the pilot project made anyone leave

Scotland might never be made public. Glasgow MSP James Dornan raised

a motion against the posters in the Scottish Parliament. And Robina Qureshi,

of refugee homelessness charity Positive Action in Housing, said: “Go home

is a well-known racist taunt that has been used for decades in this country

by fascists and racists against immigrant communities. “That a Government

agency decides to take up the same racist words to taunt would-be refugees

is simply shameful and exposes their attitude towards refugees.” 
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Obituary: Janice Fawkes, social campaigner

Born: 8 April, 1957, in Hamilton, South Lanarkshire. Died:4 September, 2013,

in

Glasgow, aged 56

I first met Janice Fawkes in 1985 at the Scottish Asian Action Committee

(SAAC). She was supposed to be the administrator and I was supposed to

volunteer along with some other lost young Asians who weren’t following the

doctor/dentist route. SAAC was set up in 1981 after Sheriff Francis

Middleton’s controversial remarks about Asian girls and sex before marriage.

The late Prasanta Bhaumik and others called for the removal of Middleton

from the bench but the Secretary of State for Scotland refused to take action.

The establishment insisted that Scotland was a “friendly” country. There was

then a revolt by the eight immigrant JPs who wanted a public inquiry. Gurdial

Soofi Singh resigned as a JP because his conscience could not allow him to

take part in a justiciary “where there is one law for the whites and another for

ethnic minorities”. They were vocal about the institutional racism suffered by

“coloured people”. Meanwhile, Bhaumik was physically attacked and

received phone calls threatening to burn down his house and murder his wife

and child. Other SAAC supporters were also threatened and, in July 1981, a

dossier of complaints was handed to Strathclyde Police. An Asian member

of the uK Anglo-Asian Conservative Society, Farooq Saleem, reportedly

warned SAAC that it was “stirring up racial hatred” by airing grievances about

discrimination in housing, jobs and inadequate police responses to crime

complaints. The message was simple: keep your head down, say nothing.

Much is therefore owed to SAAC for kick-starting the anti- racist movement

in Scotland. Prasanta Bhaumik led the charge as convener. Behind the

scenes, Janice Fawkes was a powerhouse of activity, supporting individuals

as well as collective action. The SAAC office was a converted old flat above

a row of shops on Sauchiehall Street. The office had a library, two meeting

rooms and the “main office” where most of us gathered. Janice’s desk was

by a large window. It had the old dial-up phone, large typewriter, and a

mountain of case files. From the moment the office opened in the mornings,

there was a stream of visitors: committee members wanting letters or

statements typed up; young women needing refuge from a forced marriage;

the wife trying to cope with her drunken husband; the family being victimised

by racist neighbours; those with immigration problems or unpaid benefits

stretching back years. Janice was a listener and an ardent campaigner. She

would hammer out strongly worded letters to the Housing Department, the

head of education, the DHSS or the Home Office. If a woman who was on

her own got a good result, Janice brought out the tea and scones to

celebrate, knowing no-one else in that woman’s life would do so. She made

people feel special. The letters she churned out are testament to the racism

that immigrant communities in Scotland suffered while the police and council

departments stood by. She was astute in her analysis of institutional racism

and I learnt a lot from her. If heated arguments about politics or history broke

out in SAAC’s office, Janice would defuse them with her wry humour. When

once SAAC’s mainly Indian committee members began hotly debating the

wording of the agenda for the best part of an hour, Janice typed and tippexed

back and forth, until the umpteenth change when she got up, frustrated, and

said: “The problem here is that there are too many chiefs and not enough

Indians,” before realising what she said. The committee members looked

puzzled and she blushed apologetically. There was a sense of loneliness and

isolation amongst all ages within the Asian community. We didn’t discuss our

problems openly, especially among ourselves. Perhaps there is still some

truth in that today. Janice Fawkes did her best to break the taboo and set up

women’s networks, young people’s groups and cultural projects. The

Glasgow Mela and the St Andrew’s Day anti-racism rallies and marches

would not exist today without her contribution. She was behind the setting

up of the Scottish Anti-Racist Movement and was active in supporting the

anti-apartheid movement in South Africa. She went ahead and plagiarised

the council’s “Glasgow’s Miles Better” yellow smiley face. She changed it to

“Glasgow’s miles better without racism”. The printers printed the stickers for

nothing, and people put them on their lapels at demonstrations and day to

day. The anti-racist campaign was effective. The council was powerless to do

much. That was Janice Fawkes. When the SAAC office became the target

of anonymous phone calls, swastika graffiti and razor blades in envelopes

from BNP and NF supporters, Janice organised with anti-racists and

anti-fascists and got the unions, churches and everyone else on board. Many

well-known so called “names” depended on Janice’s efforts and hard work

to run their own campaigns and write their speeches, often without a

backward glance. When the general election count took place in the SECC

in 1997, with the anticipation of a Labour landslide victory, no-one except

candidates and their supporters could get tickets for love nor money. We

hatched a plot to get some press passes and found ourselves in the press

tent. I tried to look the part with my small Canon camera strapped round my

neck but didn’t quite cut it amongst the seasoned hacks with long lenses

and pressured faces. “Maybe we should leave,” she said, barely able to

suppress her laughter. “But, Glasgow City Council is giving out free tea and

Tunnocks caramel logs to the press!” I replied. We drank some tea, pocketed

some chocolate bars and wound up a tabloid hack until an official got wind

of us. Just outside the press tent, I recognised a member of an anti-fascist

organisation and said hello. But he and the others weren’t registering, they

were looking straight past me. Behind me was another group of stone-faced

men glaring back at them. And it dawned on me that a fight was about to

break out between anti-fascists and BNP supporters. Plain clothes police

pounced just as I felt my friend yank me out of there, literally by the scruff of

the neck. Janice Fawkes was a founding member of Positive Action in

Housing (1995) and also Access Apna Ghar, the first specialist housing

association provision for ethnic minorities in Scotland (1997) for which she

received an award in Glasgow City Chambers. Latterly she spent time

working at the Glasgow West Credit union and volunteering at Hyndland

Parish Church where she worshipped, and was baptised two years ago. She

was loved by all at these two places. Janice was warm, funny, passionate,

intense, hard working and courageous. She could light up a room with her

personality and warmth, she loved people, and people loved her. Most of all

she loved her husband, Jim, her family and close friends. Spending time with

them and in particular their children was when she was happiest. Janice is

survived by her husband Jim, sister Fiona, brother Lachlan and her wider

family. I will remember Janice Fawkes as one of life’s true humanitarians.

Giving others the time of day, a kind word, finding a way to sort out a mess

no-one else could fix. I feel a deep sense of personal loss. 

A service will be held at Hyndland Parish Church at 12:45pm on Thursday.

Her funeral will be held at 2pm at Clydebank crematorium and there will be

a gathering afterwards on the Pond Hotel, Great Western Road.

ROBINA QuRESHI
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Janice Fawkes, Anti-racism and housing campaigner;

Born: April 8, 1957; �Died: September 4, 2013

Janice Fawkes, who has died aged 56, was a former bar manager who

inadvertently became a passionate humanitarian. Having left school with no

qualifications, she spent much of her early working days at an East Kilbride

pub. But some years later her decision go to college and broaden her

horizons was the catalyst that would transform her life and those of countless

others in a way she could never possibly have envisaged. Initially, when she

looked for work after training in secretarial studies, it was securing office

employment that was important, not necessarily the particular role or

organisation. However, that quickly changed when she accepted a post with

the Scottish Asian Action Committee. From being simply a job, it became an

all-consuming passion as she discovered a desire to fight injustice, racism

and discrimination - on many fronts. She went on to establish numerous

women’s and young people’s groups, make significant contributions to

cultural initiatives, including the Glasgow Mela, and to help found The

Scottish Anti-Racist Movement and Positive Action in Housing, all achieved

quietly and without seeking the limelight. Born in Hamilton, the eldest of five

children, she was raised in East Kilbride where she attended Duncanrig

Secondary and East Kilbride High Schools. After leaving education in her

mid-teens she had a number of jobs before working as bar manager at the

town’s Yeoman pub where she met her future husband Jim. Then at the age

of 24 she decided to study, going to Langside and Bell Colleges where she

gained her secretarial qualifications before more or less falling into the

campaigning sector through the post with the Scottish Asian Action

Committee (SAAC). She spent two spells with the organisation, spanning the

best part of a decade, her desire to help fuelled by the difficulties she

witnessed black and minority ethnic communities facing as they fought

inequality, poverty and social deprivation. Described as a listening ear for

many within the Asian communities, she was an ardent campaigner against

institutional racism and a woman who also abhorred any form of

discrimination, be it disability, religious, racial or sexual. She took up the cause

on behalf of many clients on a range of social issues. She won case after

case, saw tough battles through to the bitter end and challenged directors

of housing and education to change their practices. She was involved in

Scottish Women’s Aid and was a founding member of Positive Action in

Housing, a refugee and migrant homelessness charity, and Access Apna

Ghar, the first specialist housing provision for ethnic minorities in Scotland,

which was in itself a struggle to achieve. Instinctively a people person, she

was bubbly, effervescent and courageous. As one of those behind the setting

up of the Scottish Anti-Racist Movement, she shrugged off fascist and racist

threats with her unique dry humour. Robina Qureshi, director of Positive

Action in Housing, describes her as the backbone of support for many within

the black , and later within women’s organisations, and believes The Glasgow

Mela, Mel Milaap Centre and the St Andrew’s Day anti-racism rallies and

marches would not exist in their present form were it not for Mrs Fawkes.

“She will be remembered as one of life’s true humanitarians,” she said. “She

showed compassion and kindness. “Positive Action in Housing wouldn’t be

this strident campaigning, casework organisation were it not for Janice

Fawkes. She showed us it was important to take up cases one by one, and

learn through those cases how the system or policies were unjust, in order

to change them. She didn’t talk up grand causes, she cared and showed it

always in a practical, human way. “Janice had time for people, she had a

warm heart, she gave good to the world, she will be remembered by so many

countless people she helped, and she did it without a song and dance. There

are few like her. “She still cared in a world that grew tired of caring. She did

it all quietly, and she hurt for other people, which is what drove her

humanitarian work.” Mrs Fawkes, who lived in Kelvindale, latterly gave a

considerable amount of her time to the Glasgow West Credit union as well

as volunteering at Hyndland Parish Church where she was baptised two

years ago. Outside her humanitarian work, when time allowed, she was an

avid reader and loved travelling with her husband, particularly to Portpatrick

and Paris. Pre-deceased by two of her siblings, Jean, who was killed in a

fairground accident and David, who died after a fall, she is survived by her

husband Jim, her sister Fiona, brother Lachlan and wider family. 

The Herald (Glasgow)

September 16, 2013 Monday

LibDems vow to scrap ‘go home’ campaign

There will be no repeat of the  controversial “go home” posters on display in

immigration centres  including Glasgow’s, Scottish Secretary Michael Moore

has promised.

Liberal Democrat leader Nick Clegg, the Deputy Prime Minister, has also ruled

out extending nationwide a much-criticised scheme in which vans carried

the same message around London. He also said he would oppose plans to

force some visitors to the uK to pay a £3000 “bond”, declaring: “In a coalition

I can stop things”.

The LibDem stand comes as party leaders try to differentiate themselves from

their Coalition colleagues ahead of the next General Election - and warn the

Tory party would not play “fair”  on the economy if it gained power on  its

own. Mr Moore told The Herald he thought      many Scots viewed the

posters, pioneered by Theresa May’s Home Office, as “deeply distasteful”. An

evaluation of the scheme is under way. It is understood the LibDems have

intervened to make their views clear on that consultation. “I found them

distasteful and I made that clear to the Home Secretary as well,” he added.

“From our perspective it was a pilot that hit all the wrong notes. There are

ways of dealing with people who no longer have the right to remain in this

country. But it has to be done with sensitivity and care.” The posters, which

were on display in uK Border Agency offices in Glasgow and London, read:

“Is life here hard? Going home is simple”, adding: “Ask about going home.”

Campaigners protested that “go home” was a well-known racist taunt that

had no place in any Government campaign. Positive Action in Housing, a

Glasgow-based charity, condemned the posters as “shameful and deeply

offensive”. The charity’s director Robina Qureshi said the LibDems’ pledge

was a victory for common sense. She added: “This is a great success in

terms of trying to make sure asylum policy is more humane. However, as

part of the uK Government, Liberal Democrats should explain why they

approved this campaign in the first place.”

A spokeswoman for the Scottish Refugee Council also welcomed the

LibDem commitment, saying: “We are pleased the Home Office saw sense

and withdrew the vans and we hope the same will happen soon in Glasgow.”

Yesterday, Mr Clegg used an appearance on the BBC‘s Andrew Marr show

to describe the immigration vans as “silly”. Asked if he would support them

being rolled out across the country, he said: “Of course not”.

The Home Office has insisted there was a good response to the pilot projects

designed to crack down on the number of people in the uK illegally. The

vans, which travelled around London, were defended by Prime Minister David

Cameron only last week.

When the LibDem conference began in Glasgow, Mr Clegg set out his

General Election pitch that coalition government was the way forward. He
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argued returning to single-party government would result in the sacrifices

made by millions of Britons during the downturn being “squandered”. Today,

as the party debates the  economy, tensions at the top emerged with both

Mr Clegg and Danny Alexander, the Chief Secretary to the Treasury,

dismissing the fears of their colleague Vince Cable, the Business Secretary,

that the uK Government’s Help to Buy Scheme could lead to a new housing

bubble.

Scotland on Sunday

October 27, 2013, Sunday

Estimates disguise true asylum crisis

OFFICIAL figures are masking the true scale of Scotland’s asylum problem,

with growing numbers of destitute people barely surviving on charity

handouts, a charity has warned. Scotland on Sunday has obtained

contrasting figures from the Home Office and a charity working on the front

line. Glasgow-based Positive Action in Housing (PAIH) says people are

becoming desperate, impoverished and, in many cases, suicidal.

PAIH says 260 asylum-seekers and their dependants have come to them

seeking support in 2012-13, and they expect this year’s figure, which

currently stands at about 160, to be higher still. The majority are launching

judicial reviews after having their application rejected. They have no right to

remain in the uK and no right to support, work or accommodation, but many

are unable to go home. 

Lawyers representing asylum-seekers from countries such as Iraq and

Zimbabwe say the Home Office has been reluctant to remove people after

their application has been rejected, effectively ensuring that they remain as a

hidden population because they cannot afford their own tickets. The Home

Office’s own figures show that the number of asylum-seekers being directed

to Scotland, or coming of their own accord, is growing year-on-year. This is

partly because legal aid is presently easier to obtain north of the Border,

lawyers say. 

Figures obtained through Freedom of Information laws show there were

1,690 applications made in 2012-13, almost 50 per cent more than in

2009-10. However, those figures also show an increasingly efficient service,

with just 15 out of 910 asylum claims processed in 2012-13 having taken

more than a year, compared with almost half in 2008-9, when 190 claims

took more than three years. 

But PAIH fears the uK government is rushing applications through, that

people are being refused the right to remain when they should be allowed to

stay, and that the window for appeals is too narrow. PAIH director Robina

Qureshi said: “The concern we have always stressed about cases being

turned around so quickly is that the quality of the decision-making is affected.

“This does not give me any confidence that they have been dealt with in a

humane manner.” After an initial decision, people have ten days to appeal.

That appeal is heard by an independent judge in a first-tier tribunal of the

immigration and asylum chamber, with an option to appeal again to the upper

tier, though getting leave for a second appeal can be difficult. If they are

rejected but believe they cannot go home, they then have the options of a

fresh appeal on new grounds or a judicial review. But PAIH says during this

time they receive no financial support from the uK government.

“The vast majority of the people we support have another legitimate judicial

review or are waiting on the outcome of a judicial review,” Qureshi said. For

some of those people, PAIH is their only means of support. Qureshi said:

“We are trying to feed 30 to 40 families a week and they are desperate. It can

be very difficult. We have incidents of aggression, verbal aggression, people

trying to kill themselves in our offices, bleeding after they have cut their wrists.

We only have GBP500 a week to give out.”

The majority of asylum-seekers in Scotland are from Iraq and Iran, followed

by Zimbabwe, Eritrea and Afghanistan, according to PAIH figures. Lawyers

specialising in the area are under no doubt that the number of cases is on the

increase. Nicola Weir, a solicitor at Latta and Co in Glasgow, said: “There’s

an increase in cases in Scotland at the moment. That’s to do with the legal

aid situation in England, where it’s really difficult to get funding. So, tactically,

a lot of people choose to relocate to Scotland to have their claims

considered. “We are still able to get funding here, although we do have

concerns about the way it is going.”

A Home Office spokeswoman said: “The uK has a proud history of granting

asylum to those who need it, and we consider every application on a

case-by-case basis. However, we firmly believe that those who do not need

our protection should return home at the earliest opportunity.”

Evening Times (Glasgow)

October 28, 2013 Monday

The stunning new Glasgow Gurdwara in Pollokshields provides free

lunches for anyone, every day of the week

I OFTEN remark on Glasgow’s diverse population, and how lucky we are to

live in such a multi-cultural city. The most recent figures from the 2011

Census in Scotland have revealed that 12% of our city’s population is from

an ethnic minority group. The census also revealed that Scotland is becoming

more religiously diverse. The number of people in Scotland who identify

themselves as Buddhist, Hindu, Muslim and Sikh has increased in the past

10 years. In Glasgow, we can easily see the positive impacts people from

different faith groups have on our community. Muslims in Glasgow have

recently celebrated the festival of Eid al-Adha. During this festival, Muslims

make a meat sacrifice, where they donate money so that meat can be bought

for those who cannot afford it. Feeding the poor or those in need is

considered to be one of the most important concepts in Islam. The donations

normally go to countries where meat is very expensive, such as Bangladesh.

This year, the Glasgow branch of the Islamic Society of Britain has organised

for the donations to be distributed to the poorest families in Glasgow, such

as asylum seekers, refugees and those in difficult circumstances. Volunteers

from the Islamic Society of Britain and other Muslim organisations in Glasgow

worked with Positive Action in Housing and other local charities to make a

difference closer to home. Glaswegians from the Sikh community also

provide for those who are in need. The stunning new Glasgow Gurdwara in

Pollokshields provides free lunches for anyone, every day of the week, and

also provide free education services to the local community. Groups from

across the Christian faith are well known for their work within communities.

In July, I spent time at the Salvation Army Corps in Easterhouse. As well as

being a place of worship, the Corps’ doors are open to the public to provide

programmes and activities for the whole of Easterhouse. Since March, the

Salvation Army have provided food through a food bank to meet the

increasing needs of people in and around Easterhouse. I will be joining staff

and volunteers at the food bank in the next few weeks to help out and play

my part. Scotland’s special relationship with Malawi is reflected by the links

that many Church of Scotland congregations have with the country.

Churchgoers often donate funds to support schools and hospitals in Malawi.

Christian charities based in Glasgow, such as SCIAF and Tearfund, work in

Malawi as well as other developing countries to help people work their way
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out of poverty. At a time when our faith communities often come under

scrutiny, I would like to thank all of Glasgow and Scotland’s faith groups for

their hard work to help those who need it the most, close to home and across

the world. Your work is valued, appreciated and essential.

European Union News

November 11, 2013 Monday

Katy Challenges Minister on ‘Go Home’ Campaign

Office of the MP Katy Clark, uK Government has issued the following news

release: Katy has questioned the Government on its controversial ‘Go Home

or Face Arrest’ campaign. The Home Office used the controversial slogan

on a number of posters to encourage immigrants to return to their country

of origin however it was widely criticised for the choice of language used.

Katy questioned the Secretary of State for Scotland on the matter during

Scotland Office Questions. She asked whether he agreed with comments

made by Positive Action in Housing that the posters were “shameful and

deeply offensive”. Alistair Carmichael responded that he felt the posters to be

inappropriate and that they would not be repeated. Speaking on the subject

Katy said “I am pleased that the Secretary of State has confirmed that this

shameful campaign is now at an end and will not be repeated. Quite frankly

this campaign, which echoed the language used by the far right for decades,

should never have been piloted. It is frankly disappointing that these

unacceptable posters were allowed to remain up for so long.” 

Sunday Herald

December 8, 2013 Sunday

SNP pledge: we’ll let asylum seekers work in Scotland

ASYLuM seekers will be given the right to work in  an independent

Scotland while awaiting a decision on their application to stay in the country.

The plans are part of a new strategy to end the “ghetto isation” of refugees

and asylum seekers by encouraging better integration into communities over

the next three years. 

The Scottish Government plans will include improved access to English

classes and putting key workers in place to help support families, as well as

encouraging entrepreneurship and enabling quicker access to benefits once

an asylum claim is accepted.

Work will also be undertaken to look at widening the “dispersal” of asylum

seekers from Glasgow, by providing support for asylum seekers and refugees

in other communities across Scotland.

The Scottish Government’s blueprint for independence, published last

month, embraced the principle of opposing Westminster’s “aggressive”

approach to immigration, asylum seekers and refugees and instead

encouraging more people to live in Scotland.

The launch of the “New Scots: Integrating Refugees in Scotland’s

Communities” strategy tomorrow will flesh out that stance. External affairs

minister Humza Yousaf said that an independent Scotland would “enable

asylum seekers to work while waiting for a decision on their application. It

makes absolutely no sense whatsoever that we have people here who have

qualifications, degrees and skills and are wanting to work and to contribute

via their taxes – yet we are putting up a legal block for them doing so. It is

just beyond logic. When you speak to someone who is opposed to

immigration and asylum, one of the things they often say is, ‘They take all our

benefits’. It is a common misconception. If that is your misconception, why

on Earth would you not want those people working so they can pay towards

taxes?”

Immigration and asylum are reserved to Westminster and current rules mean

the majority of asylum seekers are not allowed to work. Limited exceptions

are only made in cases where someone has been waiting for more than 12

months for a decision on their claim.

The Scottish Government’s White Paper on independence proposed setting

up a separate Scottish Asylum Agency, with the present approach of

“promoting the integration of refugees and asylum seekers from the day they

arrive” set to continue. Yousaf said further details of the plans to allow asylum

seekers access to jobs would be announced as the date of the referendum

approached. But he added: “Currently there are other European countries

that do it well. usually there is a three-month period in order to get people

settled and language skills if that is needed. 

“There can sometimes be restrictions on what kind of job, if there are certain

jobs that need filled. But in reality it should work just as anyone else who is

wanting to work in the country does - they have to go through the same

process and there is no preferential treatment.” Yousaf said the aim of the

new integration strategy was helping current asylum seekers to better

integrate into the community, particularly when their legal cases could take

years to resolve. I’ve seen myself a fair number of cases that have taken

years and years. It makes no sense whatsoever for them not be integrated

into communities from day one,” Yousaf said.

“Essentially [under the present system] you having people living in almost

self-contained ghettos and that is not what we want at all. “We have seen

how that can be very damaging, not just here in the uK but across Europe.” 

Mouataz Faisal, 34, an asylum seeker from Sudan who has been  in the uK

for seven years and in Glasgow for more than a year, is among those who

would like to see a change in the rules around working. He is a trained

architect who is studying for a masters in project management, but fears any

future employers will be put off by the lengthy gap in his CV. Faisal, who is

being supported by charity Positive Action in Housing,  said: “You are not

able to work as a human being. I can’t do what I planned to do in my life. I

love architecture and I love that kind of work.” 

Lebo Mohlakoana, 32, from South Africa, who has a four-year-old son and

who is also based in Glasgow, has been awaiting a decision on her asylum

claim for three years. A qualified accountant, she said she would welcome the

opportunity to work. “Even if it was just a part-time job for families to get by

and people to get by it would really make a huge difference,” she said.

“Sometimes we are seen as people who are just here for benefits. But I would

rather be working in a paying job and doing something for myself ... I know

I have got the skills and qualifications.” 

Figures published last week show the number of overseas immigrants living

in Scotland has nearly doubled in the past decade. The analysis by Oxford

university’s Migration Observatory found Scotland’s foreign-born population

grew by 93% between 2001 and 2011, rising from 191,571 to 369, 284

people.

Christina Boswell, professor of politics at Edinburgh university, pointed to

the example of the Labour government attempts in the early 2000s to

introduce reforms to liberalise immigration policies. She said: “Initially there

was a window of about four to five years where opposition parties and the
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media seemed to more or less buy into that narrative, but then things started

to change around 2006 when people started becoming concerned about

the impact of A8 migration  [ie, from Eastern Europe]. “So in a sense we

have seen it in recent history - an attempt by government to propagate a

more positive narrative around immigration and we have seen how that

government felt it had to back down from this narrative under pressure from

the media and public concerns around the impacts of immigration.” 

Alp Mehmet, vice-chairman of immigration pressure group Migration Watch

uK, argued that the economic contribution of immigration is “on balance,

pretty negligible”. He said to suggest there should be no immigration was

“absurd”, but added: “It is the scale of it, and certainly Scotland I think

potentially is opening up immigration to rather more than it can probably deal

with. “That will remain to be seen, of course.” 

Scottish Conservative MSP Alex Johnstone said the “obvious problem” with

the SNP’s immigration plans was that it is likely to be vastly different from the

rest of the uK. He said: “That will force the uK Government to put in place

border patrols between Scotland and England. If it doesn’t, the crossing

between Scotland and England will be seen as an extremely weak entry point

into the rest of the uK.”

Drew Smith, Scottish Labour’s spokesman on the constitution, said: “The

SNP say they want to tailor a completely different immigration policy from

the uK, yet at the same time also say we will simply continue to have an

open border with the rest of the uK. That doesn’t make sense. They are

trying to pick and mix elements of uK and European union policy to fit their

previous promises, and the result is plans which are light on detail but weighty

with assertion.”

ASO’S STORY

Aso Fotoohi, 28, came to Scotland from Iran 12 months ago. A Kurdish Iraqi,

he was a member of a minority ethnic group and as a human rights

campaigner was persecuted by the Iranian government. He sought asylum

in the uK with his claim accepted within three weeks, and was moved to

Glasgow as part of the uK Government’s asylum seekers dispersal

programme. He has a degree in mechanical engineering but has been

struggling to find work in Scotland and is now studying sociology as part of

an access course. He said: “When I first arrived in Scotland I knew very little

about the country and nothing at all about Glasgow. I had heard the name

Glasgow but didn’t know anything about the city. I was given refugee status

very quickly and started trying to build a new life for myself here. “It is always

difficult to join a new community - even if you move just from one city to

another city. You can imagine how difficult it is for a person who comes from

another country, has left his or her family, doesn’t speak the language and

comes here. It is more difficult. “There is support from organisations like the

Scottish Refugee Council which makes it easier “On the whole I have found

people in Scotland kind and helpful and I admire Scotland and the services

it provides for people, but of course I miss my country. “My priority now is my

studying and finding a job.”

KAROLINA’S STORY

Karolina Grabara, 34, came to the uK from Poland in 2004 and moved to

Scotland with her husband three years later. She now lives in Dalgety Bay in

Fife and has swapped her career as a biologist to become a portrait

photographer. Grabara, above, said: “I came to the uK for three months

holiday right after I graduated from university in Poland. There were no jobs

in Poland and I decided it would be an adventure. “Then I met my husband,

who is Polish as well, and that was my reason for moving to Scotland from

Oxford in 2007, as he came to Scotland for a job. “I love it here in Scotland

- people are so kind and so relaxed. It is very different than in Poland. “I think

it is because people have a better lifestyle, so they are more relaxed and not

that stressed in general, or at least the people I know.” Grabara said she

would only be likely to return now to Poland for “sentimental reasons”, such

as missing her family. She added: “We like it here, my daughter is going to

go to school next year in August, so I think once she starts school we are

going to settle here even more. “Also it is the first time I am working for

myself, I am self-employed and I love the flexibility. I don’t think I would have

as many opportunities in Poland. “We are happy here for now.”

LIMING’S STORY

Liming Jiang, 27, is an engineering student from China who is in the third

year of his PhD in structural fire safety at Edinburgh university. He studied at

Shanghai university before securing a scholarship which enabled him to

move to Scotland in 2011. He said: “In China our group in university has

quite a strong relationship with the group in Edinburgh university, so my

supervisor in China suggested I came here. “I want to study abroad and to

have an international background. “There were other reasons - I like

photography, so I’m really impressed by the scenery in Scotland and

Edinburgh. “So far I have really enjoyed life here. Some people complain

about the weather in Edinburgh - at the beginning it was chilly, but then after

a year I got used to that. “It is completely different - in Shanghai there are

more crowds, with 13 million people living in the city and so here life is kind

of relaxed and people are generally more friendly than people  in Shanghai.

“By the end of my PhD programme I will be looking for a job - I’m not sure if

it will be in the uK as there isn’t too much work in civil engineering or

structural engineering, “But I would really like to maintain links to Edinburgh.

It would be fantastic for me to have a job where I could spend the half the

year in China and half the year in Edinburgh or the uK, as I have got a lot of

friends here.” 

Foreign students ‘can stay on’ The proposal to introduce a post-study work

visa in an independent Scotland will be announced today. It would allow

recent international graduates to stay in the country or set up a business.

The Westminster Government ended a similar uK scheme in April 2012. 

Evening Times (Glasgow)

December 16, 2013 Monday

130 asylum seekers to get charity help

AROuND 130 asylum seekers are expected to ask for help at a meeting of

the Positive Action In Housing charity this week. The Glasgow-based

organisation is holding its Annual Destitution Surgery in West George Street

in the city centre on Wednesday from 9.30am to 3.30pm. Asylum seekers in

need of help will be offered advice and support in the form of crisis payments,

food, shelter, survival packs and warm clothing. Positive Action In Housing is

running its Winter Destitution Appeal and says it is in desperate need of

supplies. Items such as sleeping bags, winter clothing and toiletries are in

short supply. A spokeswoman for the group said: “We still desperately need

donations of food, toiletries and warm winter clothing before the surgery.

Items can be dropped off to our offices at 98 West George Street during

office hours before Wednesday.”
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Sunday Herald

December 22, 2013 Sunday

Scottish food banks expect to give out 120,000 meals over Christmas

RECORD numbers of struggling families in Scotland will be relying on charity

handouts to eat this Christmas. Food banks are reporting soaring demand,

with The Trussell Trust expecting to provide food parcels to more than 2000

people in  Scotland over the two-week festive period. FareShare, an

organisation which distributes unwanted food to food banks and charities

such as homeless shelters, expects to provide enough food for 120,000

meals in Scotland - nearly double the figure last December. Meanwhile,

around 200 people turned up in just four hours at a winter destitution

“surgery” held by Glasgow-based charity Positive Action in Housing last

week, seeking crisis payments, clothing, food and bus passes to help them

over the festive period. Charities have blamed the dramatic rise in demand

on welfare reforms and the squeeze on household budgets in recent years

as living costs rise while wages remain static. The Trussell Trust, which

operates 43 food banks in Scotland, provided food to 34,000 people from

April to the end of November this year, more than five  times the total - 6400

- over the same period in 2012. 

DIRECTOR of Positive Action in Housing, Robina Qureshi, said staff had been

“deluged” at last week’s winter destitution surgery. The organisation, which

promotes affordable housing for minority groups and helps destitute asylum

seekers, prepared for 130 people to attend, but more than 200 turned up.

“It has only been a year since we did the last annual surgery and the extent

of the desperation is much worse,” she said. “The question I am left with is

why are we having to do this? Why is there a Government that allows this to

go on? “We should not be having to hand out crisis grants of £15 per single

person a week and they turn up for it as they know they will not get it

anywhere else.” Qureshi said among those attending the surgery was a

Glaswegian in his 40s who felt “ashamed” to ask for bread and tins of soup

until his benefits were paid. She added: “He should not be the one feeling

ashamed. Those who should hang their heads are the ones in Government

who orchestrated this.” Glasgow City Mission said it had noticed a dramatic

increase in people using its food bank in the past six months. Out of 381

people who have used the bank since September, 221 were new users, with

89 of them having a problem with benefits. A spokeswoman for the Scottish

Government said: “It is unacceptable that anyone in a country as prosperous

as Scotland should have to rely on food banks ... the Westminster

Government’s welfare cuts programme unfairly impacts on some of the most

vulnerable members of our society.” She said action by the Scottish

Government included giving an additional £9.2 million to the Scottish Welfare

Fund, which awards community care and crisis grants. But she added:

“Welfare is a reserved matter which means we are limited to arguing against

unfair welfare reforms, and easing the impact on people.”  

Sunday Herald 

December 22, 2013 Sunday

When will we stop punishing the poor?

FOR many of us, Christmas is a time for over-indulgence or, at the very least,

enjoying a few good dinners in the company of our family and friends. So it

is distressing to learn that a growing number of Scots are  struggling to feed

themselves and their families, and that the best they can hope for over the

festive period is to put together a meal prepared with ingredients from one

of the  growing number of food banks that have been set up across Scotland.

As we report today, record numbers of families are turning to these services.

This year, food-bank operator The Trussell Trust has witnessed a fivefold

increase in demand compared with 2012, and FareShare expects to have to

provide double the number of meals as last Christmas. This is, of course,

the season of goodwill and it is heartening to know those charities exist and

volunteers are giving up their free time to help people who are in desperate

need of a little festive cheer. 

But this is 2013. A full 17 decades have passed since Charles Dickens

highlighted the scandal of poverty and destitution in Victorian Britain in his

novel, A Christmas Carol.

Yet as food banks were debated in the House of Commons last week, it

was hard not to hear traces of Ebenezer Scrooge’s “are there no

workhouses?” speech when Work and Pensions Minister Esther McVey

remarked: “In the uK it is right that more people are ... going to food banks

because as times are tough, we are all having to pay back this £1.5 trillion

debt personally which spiralled under Labour.” 

The Coalition Government claims there is “no robust evidence that welfare

reforms are linked to increased use of food banks”, but this sounds like wilful

ignorance when food-bank operators report a direct correlation between

demand for their services and the introduction of benefit sanctions such as

the bedroom tax. 

With real wages shrinking and the cost of living having risen by 25% over the

past five years, working people are feeling the squeeze. 

Positive Action in Housing, which says its winter destitution surgery was

“deluged” by people desperate for help, tells of one client who had expressed

deep shame at having to ask for some bread and soup to see him though

until his benefits were paid. We are inclined to agree with Positive Action in

housing that the shame lies, not with the individuals who are forced to seek

help, but with a Westminster Government that seems determined to press

ahead with a programme  of cuts and sanctions that are  hurting the country’s

neediest, most vulnerable people.

The British economy is, we are told, in recovery, and bonuses are back for

bankers. For pity’s sake: at Christmas time, will the Coalition Government

open its eyes to the harsh truth that is being played out in food banks across

the land, and stop punishing the poor? 

States News Service

December 23, 2013 Monday

FUNDING TO PREVENT HOMELESSNESS

2.1 million boost for housing projects across Scotland.

Grants totalling more than 2.1 million will fund innovative services aimed at

tackling homelessness and housing issues, Deputy First Minister Nicola

Sturgeon announced today. A total of 29 new and existing projects

successfully applied for the Housing Voluntary Grant Scheme 2014/15. The

latest round of funding will make it easier for older and disabled people to live

independently in their own homes, support rural housing, tackle

homelessness and encourage engagement between tenants and landlords.

Housing Options Scotland has been awarded 221,250 for its work ensuring

disabled people have access to suitable housing while the Shelter Housing

Law Service, which offers tenants legal advice, has been given a 185,473

boost. Other projects to benefit from the scheme include the Rural Housing

Partnership which has been granted 180,000 to help address local housing,
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particularly in Dumfries and Galloway and the Highlands, and 164,000 for

Homeless Action Scotland to prevent homelessness. 

Announcing the projects Ms Sturgeon said: “No-one in Scotland should be

without a warm bed and a place to stay so it’s particularly upsetting to think

of those vulnerable people in our communities who may find themselves

homeless at Christmas. “We recognise that homelessness also applies to

those living in a hostel or having to stay in unsuitable accommodation. That’s

why I’m delighted to announce that 2 million funding will be spread across 29

worthwhile and innovative projects through the Housing Voluntary Grant

Scheme. “These projects offer invaluable advice and support on

homelessness and a wide range of housing issues with some providing legal

advice and educational opportunities and others making it easier for the

elderly to continue to live in their own homes.” 

Moira Bayne, Housing Options Scotland’s Chief Executive said: “ We are truly

delighted that the Scottish Government has continued to put its faith in us to

help disabled and older people and veterans across Scotland find ‘The Right

House in the Right Place‘. “Our grant award for 2014 will enable us to provide

quicker response times for new clients and expand our outreach work

through our Military Matters and Peer Support projects.” 

Bethany Christian Trust has received funding for the first time with 44,000

set to assist with literacy and numeracy, budgeting support, employment and

volunteering and street work. 

Crisis uK and the Scottish Churches Housing Action have been given grants

of 78,943 and 65,000 respectively, which includes funding for two new

projects. The new Crisis uK scheme will design and resource services for

those homeless or vulnerably housed people in Scotland who need to move

into shared housing. The Scottish Churches Housing Action’s initiative will

assist prisoners with housing, health, training and employment interviews

following their release from HMP Edinburgh. 

The Venture Trust will be given 60,000 to help young people who have been

left homeless, build on their self-esteem and independent living skills through

outward bound courses and wilderness training. The Venture Trust’s Chief

Executive Mark Bibbey said: “At Venture Trust, we’re really delighted to have

been awarded a grant from HVSG. This support will enable us to launch a

national programme to inspire and enable young people who are living in

supported accommodation right across Scotland. Through a

personal-development programme centred on a wilderness expedition in the

Scottish Highlands, participants will be able to develop the skills they need

to sustain their tenancies and work towards stable, independent futures. The

support from HVSG will enable Venture Trust to build on our proven history

of supporting young people from complex and chaotic backgrounds, and

will give young people who are struggling with, or are at risk of, homelessness

the opportunity to make and sustain real change in their lives.”

Grants are awarded to support existing services provided by national

organisations while funds for new or innovative projects are available to local

organisations.

Organisations to be offered Funding in 2014-15

Age Scotland 126,250

Capability Scotland/Glasgow Centre for Inclusive Living (GCIL) 62,000

Bethany Christian Trust 44,000

CRISIS 26,000

CRISIS (new project) 52,943

Community Resource Network Scotland (CRNS) 31,267

Housing Support Enabling Unit (HSEU) 120,640

Legal Services Agency 43,944

Move On Ltd 25,000

Housing Options Scotland 221,250

Glasgow Centre for Inclusive Living 80,000

Positive Action In Housing 46,633

PATH Scotland 83,700

Princes Trust 34,047

Quarriers 31,517

Rural Housing Partnership 180,000

SACRO 49,000

Say-Women 61,686

Scottish Churches Housing Action 57,000

Scottish Churches Housing Action (new project) 8,000

Scottish Housing and Support Conference 11,000

Scottish Refugee Council 130,000

Scottish Women’s Aid 66,192

Homeless Action Scotland (formerly Scottish Council for Single Homeless)

164,000

Shelter Housing Law Service185,473

Scottish Homelessness Involvement Empowerment Network (SHIEN) 48,310

Scottish Social Networks 30,721

Tenant Information Service (TIS)/Tenant Participation (TPAS)Advisory Service

104,480

Venture Trust 60,000

Total 2,185,053

The Scotsman

February 7, 2014 Friday

Scots hospital to treat Pakistan gas blast orphan

A BABY boy who suffered serious burns in a gas explosion which killed his

parents and brother is to be brought to Scotland from Pakistan for treatment,

a charity has said. Positive Action in Housing said that health secretary Alex

Neil MSP has written to say that three-month-old Mohammad Sudais can

be treated in Scotland. The Afghan boy suffered third degree burns after a

gas explosion in his parents’ home in Peshawar seven weeks ago. His father,

Mohammad Ameen, 30, mother Sumaira, 28, and 13-month-old brother

Abdul Haseeb were killed in the explosion. Doctors in Pakistan said that they

can do no more for the little boy and recommended the best place that he

can be treated properly is in hospital in Glasgow Royal Infirmary, in the city

where his uncle Mohammad Asif lives. Positive Action in Housing launched

an appeal yesterday to raise £15,000 towards the cost of bringing the baby

to Scotland and has raised £6906 so far. Mr Neil said: “We are very happy

to treat Mohammad in Scotland and we are working hard with all the relevant
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agencies, including the uK government, to make sure that happens.” Mr Asif,

general secretary of the Scottish Afghan Society, welcomed the news though

he is still waiting for details about when his nephew can come to Scotland.

He said: “I appreciate and welcome the help of the Scottish Government and

health secretary. “The only thing I know is I hope my nephew comes here

and he lives, even though his face is no longer the same face. He looks totally

different and has infections. “If he comes here he can be treated properly. Mr

Asif said he was very grateful to the Scottish people for raising funds to bring

his nephew to Scotland. He said: “I would like to say a very big thank you

from my family. When my nephew comes he will be living with me and people

are already calling him the baby of Scotland.” Positive Action in Housing said:

“We are most grateful to Alex Neill for his swiftness in dealing with this matter

in less than a day. We are most grateful also to Margaret Curran MP for her

support in helping to speed up travel arrangements for baby Mohammad.”

The Scotsman

February 8, 2014, Saturday

Mission of mercy to treat baby injured in explosion

AN AFGHAN baby who suffered third-degree burns in a gas explosion which

killed his parents and brother is being sent to Scotland from Pakistan for

treatment, a charity has said. Positive Action in Housing said health secretary

Alex Neil had written to them to say three-month-old Mohammad Sudais

would be treated in Scotland. The infant suffered third-degree burns after a

gas explosion in his parents’ home in Peshawar seven weeks ago. His father

Mohammad Ameen, 30, mother Sumaira, 28, and 13-month-old brother

Abdul Haseeb were killed in the explosion. Doctors in Pakistan said they can

do no more for the child, and recommended the best place that he can be

treated properly is in hospital in Glasgow Royal Infirmary, in the city where his

uncle Mohammad Asif lives. Positive Action in Housing launched an appeal

yesterday to raise GBP15,000 towards the cost of bringing the baby to

Scotland and has raised GBP6,906 so far. Mr Neil said: “We are very happy

to treat baby Mohammad in Scotland and we are working hard with all the

relevant agencies, including the uK government, to make sure that happens.”

Mohammad Asif, the baby’s uncle who is general secretary of the Scottish

Afghan Society, said “I appreciate and welcome the help of the Scottish

Government.”

Evening Times (Glasgow)

February 11, 2014 Tuesday

Burned baby appeal boost

A CHARITY campaign to bring a seriously-burned baby boy from Pakistan to

Glasgow for treatment has raised almost £10,000 in just three days.

Three-month-old Mohammad Sudais suffered third degree burns in a gas

explosion at his home in Peshawar seven weeks ago. The accident claimed

the lives of his father Mohammad Ameen, 30, mother  Sumaira, 28, and

13-month-old brother Abdul Haseeb. Doctors in Pakistan say they can do no

more for the baby and have recommended that he be treated at Glasgow

Royal Infirmary, in the city where his uncle lives. Positive Action in  Housing

said the boy could be in Glasgow within 24 hours after his passport and

guardianship papers are readied. The charity has  appealed to the Scottish

Government for help in arranging suitable transportation. Last night, director

Robina Qureshi said: “If the Scottish Government brings the child from

Pakistan by air ambulance or by a medical or even military flight with medical

facilities, there is nothing to prevent the child being in Glasgow’s  Yorkhill

Hospital by this time tomorrow. “The baby’s uncle,  Mohammad Asif, a leading

member of the Afghan community in Glasgow, is desperate to do right by the

child. That child can be here tomorrow if we all work to make it happen.” A

Scottish Government spokeswoman said: “The Scottish Government is

continuing to do all it can to help bring baby Mohammad to Scotland for

treatment.” 

The Herald (Glasgow)

February 21, 2014 Friday

Gas blast baby flies into city

A BABY boy who survived a gas blast in Pakistan has flown to Glasgow to

undergo surgery that campaigners hope will save his life. Three-month-old

Mohammad Sudais has been at the centre of fundraising efforts that saw

£13,000 donated to enable him to be flown to this country for treatment at

Yorkhill Children’s Hospital. He has third-degree burns following the incident

in which his mother, father and their other, 13-month-old son, died. Health

Secretary Alex Neil and former Labour MP Mohammad Sarwar, who is now

the governor of Punjab, were involved in the bid to bring Mohammad to

Scotland. Tom Harrigan, who is a trustee of the appeal, thanked supporters,

including the Scottish Government, adding: “We are very glad baby

Mohammad is now in Scotland. “The money raised will be utilised to help

with baby Mohammad’s present and future special needs, and we will keep

everyone updated.” Mr Neil said it was excellent that he would now be

receiving the best possible care he could.

The Times (London)

February 22, 2014 Saturday

Burns baby ‘is fine’

A baby who was burnt so badly in a gas explosion at his home in Peshawar,

Pakistan, that local doctors said they could do no more for him, has arrived

in Glasgow and is said to be “doing fine” (Jeremy Watson writes).

Mohammad Sudais was just under two months old when the explosion last

December killed his parents and brother. Following an appeal for help for

treatment that could save his life, Mohammad was brought to the city’s

Yorkhill Hospital with his uncle, Mohammad Asif, who has relatives in

Glasgow. A spokeswoman for NHS Greater Glasgow and Clyde said the first

task was for medical staff to assess the condition of the baby. “At the

moment, he is doing fine.” The boy’s uncle was helped in his visa application

by Positive Action on Housing, the charity that became involved in a

campaign to bring Mohammad to Yorkhill. That campaign led to the Baby

Mohammad Appeal, which has raised £13,000 in 12 days. The NHS has

agreed to meet the cost of his treatment on humanitarian grounds. 

thetimes.co.uk

February 26, 2014 Wednesday 12:01 AM GMT

Glasgow surgeons start treatment on boy who survived blast that killed

his family

A team of six doctors in Glasgow will begin reconstructive surgery today on

the face of a four-month-old baby found in the wreckage of his home in

Pakistan, after the catastrophic gas explosion that wiped out his family.

Mohammad Sudais was brought to Scotland six days ago by Mohammad

Asif, his uncle, after a public appeal raised money for his treatment at the

Royal Hospital for Sick Children at Yorkhill. In December, the little boy was

discovered whimpering beneath the molten remains of his plastic carry cot,

following the blast and fire in Peshawar. A medical team led by the consultant

Stuart Watson is expected to perform three separate operations this morning

on the baby’s nose, mouth and eyelids. He has suffered 80 per cent full
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thickness skin loss to his face, but his body is unmarked beacuse he was

swaddled. For the past two days, the boy has been fed every hour with milk,

to raise his weight by 2kg and prepare him for the trauma of surgery. He is

also receiving iron supplements to help him to heal. Years of surgery lie ahead

for Mohammad, who is to be adopted by Mr Asif and Nusima, his wife. “He

has no one else to go to,” said Mr Asif, from Carmyle, Glasgow. “My children

are crazy about him. I have three girls and now I have two boys.” Mr Asif, 47,

arrived as an asylum seeker in Glasgow 15 years ago having fled the carnage

of civil war in Afghanistan. Nothing, he said, had prepared him for the trauma

of the past eight weeks. He first heard of the disaster in an early morning

phone call from a relative in Afghanistan. That was on December 16. Within

a day he had flown to Islamabad, where he learnt that Mohammad Ameen,

his brother, Sumaira, his sister-in-law, and their two babies had survived the

blast, but all were expected to die. “I went to the hospital and remained with

my brother and his family until they had died,” he said. “My brother died at

4.40 in the morning on December 23, in my arms. My left hand was under

his head at the back, and my right hand was rubbing his forehead. His face

was not burnt. My sister-in-law had died the day before. On January 9 my

nephew, Abdul Haseeb, died. “It is tragic and it is going to stay with us for

the rest of our lives. I have seen a lot of people die in Afghanistan during the

war. I have never seen anyone die in my arms. This was a terrible experience

for me. So many bodies in so short a time.” Mr Asif, a language consultant,

has worked closely in the past with Positive Action in Housing, a campaigning

Glasgow charity. Soon after the blast, Robina Qureshi, its chief executive,

contacted Mr Asif and offered to help him to raise money for Mohammad. Ms

Qureshi said: “He is a very beatiful baby. His mother wanted to keep nazar -

the evil eye - from him and kept him covered up and hidden. She was

conscious that he is so good-looking. She’d say, ‘You’ll see him when he’s

older.’ “ The long air-conditioned flight to Britian had been difficult for the

baby, whose nasal passages, mouth and throat had all been damaged in the

fire. As soon as he was off the aircraft, his condition visibly improved. “When

we got him into the car to take him to hospital he was curious about the

world,” Ms Qureshi said. “ He reaches out to you, he responds very well to

his uncle. He wants to know what’s going on. You look at him, and think,

‘Can I hold him?” Mr Asif had been overwhelmed by the genorosity of the

public who have donated thousands of pounds since the tragedy. “You read

the messages of support and condolence and weep,” he said. Despite

everything, his religious faith remains intact. “The bottom line is that this is

your destiny,” he said. “If my brother was here in Scotland or in America, he

would have died on December 23. That is what we believe, as Muslims. It is

the time written for you.” For baby Mohammad, there will be a new start.

“When grows up he will be asking a lot of questions,” Mr Asif said. “The

doctor told us on the first day that my nephew, the baby would last two days,

this baby will be the first to die. But if God doesn’t want it, you cannot fight

God. He is still here.”

The Times (London)

February 27, 2014 Thursday

Surgery ‘success’ for baby

A team of six plastic surgeons in Glasgow has completed its first two

operations on a four-month-old baby whose face was terribly scarred in a

gas explosion that wiped out his family. Mohammad Sudais was recovering

last night at the Royal Hospital for Sick Children at Yorkhill after surgery

described as successful by Stuart Watson, lead consultant at Canniesburn

unit. The operations followed hours of heartache for the boy’s uncle and

aunt, Mohammad Asif and his wife, Nusima. Having lost three family

members in the explosion in Peshawar, Pakistan, eight weeks ago, they

learnt that their nephew’s heart had stopped beating on Tuesday night. He

was resuscitated and a decision was taken in the morning to proceed with

the operations. Mohammad was found on December 16 after the explosion

and fire that killed his father, mother and brother. He suffered 80 per cent full

thickness skin loss to his face, but his body was unmarked because he was

swaddled. He was brought to Scotland by his uncle six days ago after a

public appeal raised £15,000 for his treatment. Robina Qureshi, director of

Positive Action in Housing, the charity that campaigned to bring him to

Scotland, said: “Had Mohammad survived in Peshawar, which is doubtful, he

faced a lifetime of ridicule and pity. His future was next to zero. Here he has

a chance. This child is clearly a fighter and will one day make this country

proud.” 

Scotland on Sunday

February 28, 2014, Friday

Legal battle to save Baby Mohammad from deportation

THE family of a badly burned Afghan baby brought from Pakistan to Scotland

for treatment have instructed lawyers to fight for him to live in his adopted

country permanently. Three-month-old Mohammad Sudais needs treatment

for third-degree burns after a gas explosion in his home in Peshawar last

December, which killed his parents and older brother. Mohammad’s uncle,

Mohammad Asif, who lives in Glasgow, flew to Dubai last week to meet his

nephew from a connecting flight from Pakistan to bring him to Glasgow. The

baby is now in the high-dependency unit of the city’s Royal Hospital for Sick

Children at Yorkhill where he underwent a three-hour operation on

Wednesday. Doctors in Pakistan had said they could do no more for him and

advised seeking treatment in Glasgow. However, campaigners said they

feared Mohammad’s six-month emergency visa could result in him being

ordered to leave by the uK Home Office when it expires in August. Last night,

Robina Qureshi, director of Positive Action in Housing, a refugee and

migrants charity which led the campaign to bring Mohammad to Scotland,

said: “He is off the ventilator but remains in the high-dependency unit. [He is]

otherwise stable.” Ms Qureshi said a lawyer who specialises in immigration

law had been consulted and instructed to submit an application of permanent

residency on the child’s behalf. Immigration is not a devolved responsibility.

“We are now taking steps to secure Baby Mohammad’s future in Scotland

instead of relying on a six-month medical visa,” said Ms Qureshi whose group

raised more than GBP15,000 towards travel costs to bring him to Glasgow.

She added: “For the time being, everyone is rooting for Scotland’s Baby

Mohammad . The child is here on a medical visa which was supported by the

Scottish Government. “But when they applied for the visa, the red tape meant

they had to give a return date for him because he is an Afghan refugee.

“Based on previous experience, we expect to have to fight for him to be

here.” Dr Stuart Watson, a Glasgow-based plastic surgeon, led a team of

surgeons who carried out Mohammad’s life-saving operation. A statement on

Mohammad’s official Facebook page said: “Mohammad Asif and his family

are grateful for the good wishes and messages of support from members of

the public for Baby Mohammad.” The charity has thanked health secretary

Alex Neil; Mohammad Sarwar, former Glasgow MP and now Punjab

governor; and Margaret Curran, shadow Scottish secretary and the British

High Commission in Islamabad, for helping the campaign. 
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Provost donation for baby orphaned by blast

THE LORD Provost of Glasgow has donated £1000 from her charity fund to

support a badly burned baby receiving treatment at a city hospital. Provost
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Sadie Docherty was so overwhelmed by the story of Mohammad Sudais that

she handed over the cash from her goodwill fund. So far, £18,000 has been

raised for him. The family of four-month-old Mohammad said they had been

overwhelmed by messages of support for the baby, who suffered horrendous

facial burns in a gas blast that killed his parents. Doctors in Pakistan said

they could do no more for the baby and recommended that he be treated in

Glasgow. Mohammad, who also lost his older brother in the  blast in

Peshawar, Pakistan, in December, remains stable  in the high dependency

unit at Yorkhill Children’s Hospital. 

A spokeswoman for the family said: “The Lord Provost of Glasgow heard

about baby Mohammad and was so touched by his story that she’s donated

£1000. “All this money is going towards his future needs and so while every

penny counts, we’re so thankful for this donation. The support we have

received is absolutely incredible.” The spokeswoman said  a “memory box”

was also being compiled for when Mohammad is older, with newspaper

cuttings, well-wisher’s messages, his  hospital wristband and photographs

of his journey. 

She said: “We’ve had hundreds of messages from across the country and

from Pakistan and Afghanistan. We’ve had cards sent in for him as well as

prayer cards. It’s truly touching.” A spokeswoman for the Lord Provost said:

“It is £1000 from the Lord Provost’s Goodwill fund. “The Lord Provost read

about little Mohammed and decided to give her support to him. “She wishes

the little boy well and a speedy recovery.” 
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Burns boy can smile again after surgery

THE four-month-old baby who was severely burned in Pakistan and was

flown to Scotland for treatment is now able to smile again. Mohammad

Sudais, who lost his older brother and parents in the gas explosion at their

home in Peshawar leaving him with 80% full thickness loss to his face, was

brought to Glasgow’s Royal Hospital for Sick Children for treatment. He has

also been visited by Health Secretary Alex Neil who gave permission to allow

him to fly to Scotland. The baby was successfully operated on last week and

is now able to close his eyes as well as smile. Doctors are preparing to carry

out more reconstructive surgery in the coming weeks. Mohammad Asif, the

baby’s uncle, has lived in Glasgow for 15 years and plans to adopt the infant.

He described the Health Secretary as “a great man” following the visit to his

nephew. Robina Qureshi, director of the charity Positive Action in Housing,

has been supporting the family. She said Mr Neil’s actions had saved the

baby’s life and he showed “humility and compassion” when he visited

Mohammad. The baby travelled to Scotland on an Afghan passport with a

six-month medical visa, although it is hoped he will be granted permission to

stay in Britain permanently by the uK Borders Agency.
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Our struggle against racism

A DAY of action against racism has been called for across Europe on March

22 to coincide with the marking of uN Anti-Racism Day in 2014, with eyes on

the European elections in May. Already in most European countries parties of

the Right, Centre and even the traditional Left are allowing the terrain of these

elections to be dominated by racism, xenophobia, anti-Semitism and the

scapegoating of minorities – Muslims, mmigrants, Roma, black and Asian

communities. Across Europe the fascist and populist racist right are on the

rise. From the violent Golden Dawn in Greece, the anti-Roma Jobbik in

Hungary, the Islamophobic Freedom Party of Geert Wilders in the Netherlands

to the success of the Front National in France, these currents are encouraging

hatred, fear and prejudice in a frightening wave across the continent.

In Britain the far Right is hoping for gains in the Euro elections. The British

National Party (BNP) is seeking the re-election of Nick Griffin in the North

West and Andrew Brons is seeking re-election in Yorkshire and the Humber.

The mainstream political parties look set to capitulate to ukip in their calls for

draconian anti-immigration policies and promoting a “Little Englander”

anti-foreign, anti-Europe mentality.

While in Scotland the BNP and organisations like the Scottish Defence

League have had less success to date, there is no room for complacency.

The racist abuse of a young black musician shown in the recent TV

programme The Street and the barracking of MSP Humza Yousaf while

selling the Big Issue in solidarity with homeless people shows the potential

for racist ideas to spread here too. 

Following the rising violence of Golden Dawn and the murder of anti-fascist

rapper Pavlos Fyssas, (also known as Killah P), the Greek anti-fascist and

anti-racist movement has proposed that the uN Day Against Race

Discrimination on March 22 should be the focus for actions against racism

and fascism across Europe. We endorse this proposal and call on all those

of goodwill to join us in a demonstration at  10.30am in Glasgow’s George

Square on that day as a riposte to the rise of racism. 

Various signatories, including: James Kelman; Tom Leonard; John

McFadden, Chair, unite Against Fascism Scotland; Robina Qureshi, Positive

Action in Housing; Jock Morris, Chair, Glasgow Campaign to Welcome

Refugees; Muslim Council of Scotland; John Finnie, MSP; Bob Doris, MSP;

Clr Matt Kerr and others.
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Affordable Housing
Attractive Neighbourhoods

Community Focused

119 Main Street  ❘  Ayr  ❘  KA8 8BX

01292 880 120
www.ayrshirehousing.org.uk

Congratulations to everyone at Positive Action in housing for all your 
hard work in 2013.

Care and Repair Scotland is the national co-ordinating body for Care and Repair
in Scotland. Our company objective is to ensure that the Care and Repair

movement is sustainable for the future and able to develop its role helping older
and disabled people to live in comfort and safety in their own community.

Care and Repair Scotland

135 Buchanan Street

Glasgow G1 2JA

T: 0141 221 9879

E: enquiries@careandrepairscotland.co.uk

W: www.careandrepairscotland.co.uk
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Home to around 32,500 students from 135 
different countries, City of Glasgow College has 
a diverse and friendly college community with a 
great atmosphere around all our campuses.

City of Glasgow College has a wide range of 
specialist courses which are continually updated 
to meet employer’s needs and those of our 
partner universities to ensure you achieve your 
full potential.

Scottish Charity Number SC036198

Believe it. 
    Achieve it.

To find out more... 
0141 566 6222 • enquires@cityofglasgowcollege.ac.uk
www.cityofglasgowcollege.ac.uk 

 

 

 

 

 

Beardmore House 

631 Dumbarton Road, Dalmuir,  

Clydebank G81 4EU 

Tel:  0141 952 2447 

Fax:  0141 951 4423 

Email: admin@dpha.org.uk 

Web:  www.dpha.org.uk 

 

We are pleased to support We are pleased to support We are pleased to support    

Positive Action in HousingPositive Action in HousingPositive Action in Housing      

Glen strives to be a forward looking,
professional and approachable

provider of good quality housing,
working with others to create

attractive communities that people
want to and can afford to, live in

We are pleased to support the 
work of PAIH Ltd

SCOTTISH HOUSING ASSOCIATIONS 
& CO-OPS BRANCH

The union for Scotland’s Housing
Association staff

The Housing Branch of UNITE has 1,200 members and
negotiates over salaries, conditions and other employment
issues in the Scottish Housing Association movement. The
union campaigns for more public funding for social rented

housing and works with tenants and committees to achieve
this aim.

UNITE is Britain’s biggest trade union – a democratic union
with progressive policies and a global vision

To join or for more information contact -
Regional Organiser Allan Cameron –

allan.cameron@unitetheunion.org 
Branch Chair – David Edwards - dedwards@govanhillha.org

UNITE the UNION, John Smith House,
145-165 West Regent Street, Glasgow, G2 4RZ
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Join today
www.cih.org/jointoday

0131 225 4544

CIH is the independent voice for housing 
and the home of professional standards.
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Congratulations to everyone 
at Positive Action in Housing 
for all your hard work in 2014

www.enable.org.uk

ENABLE Scotland, Scottish Charity No. SC009024. A Limited Company Registered in Scotland No. 278976
Registered Office: INSPIRE House, 3 Renshaw Place, Eurocentral, Lanarkshire ML1 4UF

Dunbritton is a Scottish charity, No: SC036518.

1st Floor, 32 High Street, Dumbarton, G82 1LL
Tel: 01389 761486  Fax: 01389 730067 
e-mail: admin@dunbritton.org.uk
website: www.dunbritton.org.uk

Dunbritton Housing Association is pleased to 
support Positive Action in Housing.
We are a locally based social landlord with properties for rent 
and shared ownership in Alexandria, Dumbarton and 
Helensburgh & Lomond. 
We support a number of community groups and projects 
throughout our areas of operation, including youth outreach, 
community facilities and local employment & training schemes.

   
     

   w w w . e k d h a . c o . u k

d    

        
    

          

  

            

  
 

 
  

east kilbride & district
H O U S I N G  A S S O C I A T I O N  L t d

We are 
pleased to 
support 

Positive Action 
in Housing

Helping make homes since 1994

 

T: 01355 227 751
W: www.ekdha.co.uk

Scottish Registered Charity No. SC 033749
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We’re Housing Scotland
www.sfha.co.uk     Twitter @sfha_hq
Facebook SFHA - We’re Housing Scotland

www.sfha.co.uk

 
 

The Scottish Federation of Housing Associations (SFHA) is the 
national representative body for Scotland's housing associations 
and co-operatives.

The SFHA exists to support the work of housing associations 
and co-operatives through positive influence on Government 
policy and promotion of the work of its members. The Federation 
provides its members with information and good practice advice.

www.unitescotland.org

SCOTLAND
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PUPIL INCLUSION NETWORK SCOTLANDPUPIL INCLUSION NETWORK SC

PINS

Supporting the voluntary sector and partners in work 
with learners who are vulnerable or excluded

 www.pinscotland.org
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Provanhall Housing Association, 34 Conisborough Rd, Glasgow, G34 9QG.
0141 771 4941. Email: info@provanhallha.org.uk.  www.provanhallha.org.uk

Provanhall Housing Association is a registered Scottish Charity No SCO37762
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250 Peat Road, Glasgow, G53 6SA

Tel: 0141 881 0595  Fax: 0141 881 4293  

email: admin@rosehillhousing.co.uk    

www.rosehillhousing.co.uk

“Rosehill is pleased to support 

Positive Action in Housing”

 
 
 

250 Peat Road, Glasgow, G53 6SA 
Tel: 0141 881 0595  Fax: 0141 881 4293  email: admin@rosehillhousing.co.uk 

www.rosehillhousing.co.uk 
 

 
“Rosehill is pleased to support Positive Action in Housing” 

KEY, KEY Community Supports and KEY Housing 
are names used by KEY Housing Association Ltd,  a 
charity registered in Scotland, charity no SC006652

To discover what KEY  
can do for you, call us 
on 0141-342 1890 or 
email, hello@key.org.uk

Support
as individual as you
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Linthouse Housing Association would like to congratulate
everyone at Positive Action in housing for all your hard work in

2013.

Linthouse Housing Association Limited
1 Cressy Street

Glasgow G51 4HN
01414454418

Linthouse Housing Association
would like to congratulate everyone
at Positive Action in housing for all

your hard work in 2013.

Linthouse Housing Association Limited
1 Cressy Street

Glasgow G51 4HN

0141 445 4418

We at Quarriers Supported
Youth Housing wish

Positive Action in Housing
all the best for the future

and look forward to
building closer joint

working opportunities.

www.quarriers.org.uk
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Glasgow City

Community Health

Partnership

North East, North West,

South Sectors

Stress and Emotional Wellbeing

services for young people and adults

LIFELINK SUPPORTS

THE WORK of POSITIVE

ACTION in HOUSING

To refer into Lifelink services or to find out

more about our Stress Management and

Mindfulness courses in your area,
Tel: 0141 552 443

Visit: www.lifelink.org.uk

E-mail: info@lifelink.org.uk

Royston Stress Centre trading as Lifelink, a registered Scottish

charity SCO25643 & a company registered in Scotland No. 171155

ORE VALLEY HOUSING ASSOCIATION LTD
114-116 Station Road

Cardenden 

Fife

E-mail ovha@orevalleyha.org.uk

Web Site  www.orevalleyha.org.uk

Telephone No.  01592 721917

Delivering the Best 
Possible Service for our Communities.

PROMOTING EQUALITY & DIVERSITY IN FIFE

Ore Valley Housing Association is pleased to support 

Positive Action in Housing.

GNISU
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N
OI
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Elderpark Housing Association 
 

 
 

Contact: Elderpark Housing Association, 31 Garmouth Street, Glasgow
T: 0141 440 2244  F: 0141 445 5345

Email: admin@elderpark.org  www.elderpark.org

Registered Scottish Charity No: SCO32823  Property Factor Registered No: PF000197

 

Offering attractive property at affordable rent 

Factoring Service to owner occupiers 

Welfare Rights Service 

Polish Translation Service 

Community Events 
 

 

The Regional Networks 
Across Scotland Bring The 

Views Of Tenants And 
Residents To The Heart Of 
Sco sh Housing Policy. 

We Congratulate Posi!ve 
Ac!on In Housing On 

Another Successful Year. 
www.regionalnetworks.org.ukuk 

 
Scan our QR code with your 
smartphone to find out more.
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Hemat Gryffe Women’s Aid are seeking to recruit suitably

experienced, qualified and skilled women to join our 

Board of Directors.

The role of the Director is unpaid but not without reward.   This is a unique opportunity for women from

diverse backgrounds who have expertise, time and commitment to join the Board of Directors in order

to provide strategic guidance and leadership to support the current collective management team in the

future development of the organisation.

We are keen to recruit women who have experience and knowledge of working with vulnerable women,

children and young people from minority ethnic communities who have experienced domestic abuse,

forced marriage and honour based violence.  We have identified skills and experience required

including:  Operational and Strategic Development; Financial Management; Human Resource

Management; An understanding of Legal Systems and Processes and how they affect women from

marginalised communities.

Hemat Gryffe Women’s Aid is an Equal Opportunities Employer and positively welcomes applications

from women from all sections of the community.  Only women need apply under Schedule 9, Part 1 of

the Equality Act 2010.   Successful applicants will be subject to PVG checks.

Applications are available in writing and/or collection from Hemat Gryffe Women’s

Aid, Flat 0/1, 24 Willowbank Street, Glasgow G3 6LZ By Telephone 0141 353 0859

Via Email  womensaid@hematgryffe.org.uk or Web: www.hematgryffe.org.uk
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is pleased to support Positive Action in Housing.

 Keep up the good work! 

www.maryhill.org.uk

Southside Housing Association is pleased to support 
Positive Action in Housing

Southside House                                                               
135 Fifty Pitches Road

Glasgow G51 4EB

Tel:  0141 422 1112 
Fax: 0141 424 3327 

E-mail:  enquiries@southside-ha.co.uk 
Web: www.southside-ha.org
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Excellent housing,
vibrant communities.
Queens Cross Housing Association 45 Firhill Road, Glasgow G20 7BE
Telephone: 0141-945 3003    Website: www.qcha.org.uk   Email: contactus@qcha.org.uk

PROUD TO BE 
QUEENS CROSS

‘Working in partnership with Positive Action in Housing since 2006’

We are pleased to support PAiH in their work and look forward to a continued successful partnership in the
provision of quality housing to our customers.

Cadder Housing Association
66 Skirsa Street

Cadder
G23 5BA

Tel: 0141 945 3282
E-mail: enquiry@cadderhousing.co.uk

Fax: 0141 948 0163
Website: www.cadderha.co.uk

‘Working in partnership with 
Positive Action in Housing since 2006’

We are pleased to support PAiH in their work
and look forward to a continued successful

partnership in the provision of quality housing
to our customers. 

Cadder Housing Association 
66 Skirsa Street 

Cadder 
G23 5BA

Tel: 0141 945 3282
E-mail: enquiry@cadderhousing.co.uk

Fax: 0141 948 0163 
Website: www.cadderha.co.uk

We can assist with :-

   

Greater Pollok Greater Pollok Greater Pollok Greater Pollok  
   

Citizens’ Advice BureauCitizens’ Advice BureauCitizens’ Advice BureauCitizens’ Advice Bureau    

You can !nd us at:
Pollok /Civic Realm, 27 Cowglen Road, Pollok, G53 6EW

Specialist Appointments Monday - Wednesday  - Friday 9.15am - 4.30pm
Tuesday—Thursday Drop-in sessions 9.15am-5.00pm 

   

We provide an  

   

information and Advice  

   

Service that is: 

   

•  Free 

   

•  Con!dential 

   

•  Independent 

   

•  Impartial 

   

   Housing  Advice   Housing  Advice   Housing  Advice   Housing  Advice    

   Specialist    Specialist    Specialist    Specialist     
   Employment    Employment    Employment    Employment     
   Advice   Advice   Advice   Advice    

Fuel Poverty Fuel Poverty Fuel Poverty Fuel Poverty 
AdviceAdviceAdviceAdvice    

Welfare Bene!ts Welfare Bene!ts Welfare Bene!ts Welfare Bene!ts 
AdviceAdviceAdviceAdvice    

Debt & Money Debt & Money Debt & Money Debt & Money     
AdviceAdviceAdviceAdvice    ConsumerConsumerConsumerConsumer    

Advice Advice Advice Advice     
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Wheatley Group is proud to support  
the work of Positive Action in Housing

Making 
Homes 
and Lives 
Better

The Wheatley family
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Hunters Hall Housing Co-op shares PAIH’s aims of
eliminating racial discrimination and promoting

equality of opportunity.

77, Niddrie House Drive, EDINBURGH EH16 4TR
Tel: 0131 657 3379

email: sfinlayson@huntershll.org.uk

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

Huntingdon 27 Moffat Road Dumfries DG1 1NN 
Tel 01387 321300 Fax 01387 320399 

Email Enquire@Loreburn.co.uk 
www.Loreburn.co.uk   

Loreburn Housing Association Ltd is a registered 
Scottish Charity No SC029917 

Pleased to support 
Positive Action in Housing 
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The only Employers’ Federation for not for profit organisations in Scotland.he only Employers’ Federation for  

Let us help you properly fulfil your “employer” role at the most reasonable rates you will find. Our collective 
approach to employer support means you can have all of the following for around £20 - 40 per week 
(depending on number of staff employed):    

 Full/unlimited HR support to the Board/Management Committee/senior managers    
 

 HR publications, templates, model policies, standard letters and information notes   
 

 Bespoke assistance in all employee relationship issues 

 Employer Health & Safety Control system – manual, info notes, helpline, audits    
 

 Full access to employee counselling services 

 Hugely discounted member prices for any optional training and recruitment support   

The complete package for not for profit organisations is now better value than ever.  Our willingness to provide 
full on-site support as part of the annual membership fee means that most employers have happily stayed with us for 
25 years or more. 
Contact us for a no obligation discussion.    

www.evh.org.uk

Barony is pleased to support 
Positive Action in Housing

Barony, Canal Court, 40 Craiglockhart Avenue, 
Edinburgh EH14 1LT

Tel: 0845 140 7777  Fax: 0131 443 9674
Email: info@baronyha.org.uk  

Website: www.baronyha.org.uk

Barony is a trading name of Barony Housing Association Ltd, a registered Scottish Charity (SCO16030) registered with the

Scottish Housing Regulator (HEP69) and also under the Industrial and Provident Societies Acts (1684R (S)).

Helping you live at home

Macintosh HD:PAIH Annual Report:Adverts - email 4:Ad for Positive in A#6DB443.doc

Barony is pleased to support
Positive Action in Housing

Barony, Canal Court, 40 Craiglockhart Avenue, Edinburgh EH14 1LT
Tel: 0845 140 7777  Fax: 0131 443 9674

Email: info@baronyha.org.uk  Website: www.baronyha.org.uk
  

Barony is a trading name of Barony Housing Association Ltd, a registered Scottish Charity (SCO16030)
registered with the Scottish Housing Regulator (HEP69) and also under the Industrial and Provident
Societies Acts (1684R (S)).

               

                                 



SCO Number: SC008639  Company Number: SC145067
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We are a Scottish wide charity working with communities, housing providers, volun-
tary organisations and others to enable everyone to have an equal chance to live in
good quality, affordable and safe homes, free from discrimination and the fear of

racial harassment and violence. 

We offer advice, information and support to people from minority ethnic , refugee
and new migrant communities. We run a free, confidential and impartial housing ad-
vice service for those facing homelessness, destitution, racism or poor housing con-
ditions. We provide money advice and financial skills for those living in poverty. We
run a Hardship Fund and provide emergency shelter and practical resources for des-

titute asylum seekers and their families. 

We provide volunteering and sessional work opportunities. We lead human rights
and anti-racist campaigns. We inform social policy from a user-led perspective. We
offer training, consultancy and best practice guidance to Registered Social Land-

lords, voluntary organisations and minority ethnic/refugee organisations. 

Positive Action in Housing is independent of any political group, religious creed, ide-
ology or economic faction.

Positive Action in Housing 98 West George Street Glasgow G2 1PJ
T: 0141 353 2220 F: 0141 353 3882 E: home@paih.org W: www.paih.org 

Scottish Charity No: SC027577


